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ABSTRACT 

 

Sentiment analysis has recently become one of the growing areas of research 

related to text mining and natural language processing. The increasing availability of 

online resources and popularity of rich and fast resources for opinion sharing like news, 

online review sites and personal blogs, caused several parties such as customers, 

companies, and governments to start analyzing and exploring these opinions. The main 

task of sentiment classification is to classify a sentence (i.e. review, blog, comment, 

news, etc.) as holding an overall positive, negative or neutral sentiment. Most of the 

current studies related to this topic focus mainly on English texts with very limited 

resources available for other languages like Arabic, especially for the Egyptian dialect.  

In this research work, we would like to improve the performance measures of 

Egyptian dialect sentence-level sentiment analysis by proposing a hybrid approach which 

combines both the machine learning approach using support vector machines and the 

semantic orientation approach. Two methodologies were proposed, one for each 

approach, which were then joined, creating the hybrid proposed approach. The corpus 

used contains more than 20,000 Egyptian dialect tweets collected from Twitter, from 

which 4800 manually annotated tweets will be used (1600 positive tweets, 1600 negative 

tweets and 1600 neutral tweets). We performed several experiments to: 1) compare the 

results of each approach individually with regards to our case which is dealing with the 

Egyptian dialect before and after preprocessing; 2) compare the performance of merging 

both approaches together generating the hybrid approach against the performance of each 
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approach separately; and 3) evaluate the effectiveness of considering negation on the 

performance of the hybrid approach. The results obtained show significant improvements 

in terms of the accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure, indicating that our proposed 

hybrid approach is effective in sentence-level sentiment classification. Also, the results 

are very promising which encourages continuing in this line of research. 

Different classification effectiveness measures were used like: 1) the accuracy, 2) 

precision, 3) recall, and 4) F- Measure (F-score) to help us in evaluating the performance 

of the proposed prototype and the effectiveness of the suggested features set. Finally, we 

performed tests of significances for the resulting models within each algorithm (ML and 

SO) to evaluate the relative performance or the true difference between the models within 

each algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The explosion of Web 2.0 and the rising numbers of web forums, reviews, 

blogs, social network websites, and others have caused the exposure to millions of 

individual comments or opinions to increase enormously. These online comments or 

opinions can be about several topics like books, movies, electronic products, cars, 

politics, and many others. This fact raised the interest of different parties such as 

customers, companies, and governments to start analyzing and exploring these 

opinions. For customers, the rapid growth of e-commerce has caused the people to 

buy more from online shops and stores, thus people started to review comments about 

these products and learn from other people‟s experiences to get a general idea about 

these products in order to help them in making the best choice (Rushdi-Saleh et al., 

2011). While for companies and governments, both parties are interested in 

presuming the opinion of the public, the first with respect to their products and 

services, while the second with respect to the new rules and regulations they have set. 

After the spread of the revolutions all over the world, researchers started to become 

more interested in analyzing public opinion on social networks. 

This chapter is organized as follows: section 1.1 gives a brief background on 

the thesis topic, section 1.2 describes the problem definition for choosing this specific 

area of research in our study; section 1.3 and 1.4 explain the motivation and the 
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objective for working in sentence-level Arabic sentiment classification; and finally 

section 1.5 will list the chapters and sections in this study, together with their 

contents.  

 

1.1 Background 

The idea of processing and analyzing the people‟s comments and reviews 

about different topics has attracted many researchers to work on creating some kind 

of an automated tool that can identify the sentiment or opinion of a piece of text 

whether a document, sentence, or phrase (Liu, 2010). This task has been given 

various names like sentiment analysis, sentiment orientation, subjectivity analysis, or 

opinion mining (OM), and it is considered to be an emerging new research field in 

machine learning (ML), computational linguistics, and natural language processing 

(NLP). 

In this study, we are interested in the sentiment classification at the sentence-

level for the Arabic language in which the aim is to classify a sentence whether a 

blog, review, tweet, etc. as holding an overall positive, negative or neutral sentiment 

with regards to the given target. After studying the majority of research done in this 

area, we would like to improve the performance of sentiment classification for 

sentences written in Arabic, particularly in the Egyptian dialect, by proposing a 

hybrid approach to be used. 
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Although Arabic is considered one of the top 10 languages mostly used on the 

Internet based on the ranking carried out by the Internet World State
1
 rank in 2010 

and it is spoken by hundreds of millions of people, there exist limited annotated 

resources for sentiment analysis such as labeled corpora, and polarity lexica. This 

could be considered the main reason which has motivated the generation of an 

opinion corpus for Arabic in this work. 

The fields of text mining and information retrieval for the Arabic language has 

been the interest of many researchers, and various studies have been carried in these 

fields resulting in diverse resources, corpora, and tools available for implementing 

applications like text classification (Duwairi et al., 2009) or name entity recognition 

(Shaalan & Raza, 2009). However, Arabic resources that focus on mining and 

analyzing opinions and sentiments are very difficult to find. This may be because of 

the complex nature of Arabic language itself (Al-Shalabi and Obeidat, 2008) as 

numerous various forms can exist for the same word using different suffixes, affixes, 

and prefixes. Different words with completely different meanings can be produced 

using the same three-letter root.  

 

1.2 Problem Definition 

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is considered to be one of the newest 

emerging research fields caused by the great opinionated web contents coming from 

                                                           

1
 http://www.internetworldstats.com 
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reviews, blogs social network websites, and many others. Most of the research done 

in this field was focused on English texts with very limited research done for other 

languages such as Arabic, particularly the Egyptian dialect which is the language of 

interest for this research. The main reason behind this fact is the lack of resources that 

can analyze sentiments in other languages or dialects, given that generating these 

resources is considered very time and labor consuming.  

Based on our conducted survey, we can conclude that the main problems in 

the context of Egyptian dialect sentiment analysis are: 

 Preprocessing the text: The majority of the available preprocessing tools like 

stemmers, stop-words lists, etc. are mainly built for the modern standard 

Arabic (MSA) lacking the dialect specific rules.  

 ML approach: The lack of suggested feature sets and classification algorithms 

to be used in the classification of the Egyptian dialect text. 

 SO approach: The absence of dialect specific lexicon with weights for each 

sentiment word makes this approach to be less investigated in the field of 

sentiment analysis for Egyptian dialect.  

  

1.3 Objective 

The objective of this study is to investigate: 

a. The different approaches (ML and SO) producing high sentiment classification 

quality for opinions embedded in certain sentences, like tweets or micro-blogs 

written in Egyptian dialect, as positive, negative or neutral.  
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b. The impact of preprocessing on the sentiment classification accuracy. 

c. The impact of features for the ML approach and the training corpus size on the 

classification quality. 

d. The impact of the semantic lexicon size for the SO approach on the classification 

quality. 

e. Building a hybrid approach and measure the enhancement in quality of sentiment 

classification if any. 

The approach followed to achieve the above objectives can be summarized in 

the following steps: 1) comparing the ML classifications methods: SVM and NB; 2) 

comparing the SO approach to the ML approach; 3) developing a mechanism for 

preprocessing the tweets (normalization, stemming and stop-words removal) and 

measuring the impact of this mechanism on the performance of both approaches; 4) 

identifying the features to be used in the ML approach; 5) building an annotated 

corpus which will be used to train and validate the best classifier at different corpus 

sizes; 6) building different sizes sentiment lexicon from the built annotated corpus; 7) 

experiment the different mechanisms for combining these approaches in order to 

benefit from the advantages of each approach; and 8) proposing a simple straight 

forward method for negation detection in the hybrid approach. 

This study is part of a bigger project focusing on developing a prototype that 

can "feel" the pulse of the Arabic users with regards to a certain hot topic. This 

bigger project also includes extracting the most popular Arabic entities from online 
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Arabic content together with the users‟ comments related to these entities,  and then 

these extracted popular entities will be used to build semantically-structured 

concepts. It also includes building relations between different concepts and analyzing 

them to get a sense of the most dominant sentiment, using online user feedback, and 

thus identifying the general opinion about the topic. 

 

1.4 Motivation  

The textual information usually falls into two main categories: facts and 

opinions. Facts focus on objective data transmission while opinions express the 

sentiment of their authors. In general, sentiment analysis aims to determine the 

attitude of a writer with respect to some topic or the overall tonality of a document. 

The attitude may be his or her judgment or evaluation, emotional state, or the 

intended emotional effect. A basic task is to classify the polarity of a given text at the 

document, sentence, or feature/phrase level (Michelle, 2010).  

Choosing to work with the Arabic language is due to several factors. First, 

Arabic sentiment analysis is of growing importance due to its already large scale 

audience. Second, the Arabic language is both challenging and interesting because of 

its history, the strategic importance of its people, the region they occupy, and its 

cultural and literary heritage. And last but not least is the major role the Internet, 
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social media and social network websites like Twitter
2
, TwitPic

3
, Facebook

4
, etc… 

played in the current Arab spring. 

 

1.5 Organization of the Thesis 

The rest of this Thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 explains and surveys 

the different approaches used for sentence-level sentiment classification. Chapter 3 

explains the tools used in the preprocessing stage of the tweets. Chapter 4 talks about 

the proposed methodologies for each approach for sentence-level sentiment 

classification, and how they are joined to produce hybrid approach. In chapter 5, we 

will discuss and analyze the different experiments that we have performed to evaluate 

the performance of our proposed hybrid approach against the baseline. Finally, in 

chapter 6, we will conclude the thesis and list some directions for future work. There 

are 4 appendices at the end of the document: Appendix A, which shows some sample 

tweets from the datasets we have used in our experiments; Appendix B, which shows 

the list of stop words used in the preprocessing stage; Appendix C shows samples 

from the list of positive sentiment words and samples from the list of negative 

sentiment words; and finally Appendix D lists the negation words used. 

 

 

                                                           

2
 https://twitter.com/ 

3
 http://twitpic.com/ 

4
 https://www.facebook.com/ 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

  

Several potential applications for organizations and businesses can now be 

developed using the concept of sentiment analysis or opinion mining from text. 

Examples of these applications may include deducing the opinion of the public with 

regards to a specific topic, building an automatic recommendation system, extracting 

the customer sentiments about certain product, etc… (Pang & Lee, 2004). The two 

main tasks involved in sentiment analysis are: (1) to determine whether a given piece 

of text is objective or subjective, i.e. whether it contains an opinion or is just a fact, 

and (2) to determine the sentiment of this given text by classifying it as positive, 

negative, or neutral with respect to the given target (Abbasi et al., 2008). 

Furthermore, sentiment analysis can be carried out on two levels; the first level is the 

sentence level, while the second level is the document level. For the sentence level, 

sentiment mining is difficult because the semantic orientation of words is highly 

context-dependent, while for the document level, sentiment mining is difficult 

because of the possible presence of more than one contradicting opinion about the 

same topic (Farra et al., 2010). Further review on sentiment analysis can be found in 

Liu (2010) and Pang & Lee (2008). 

According to the type of the sentiment (positive or negative, subjective or 

objective), and the levels of classification (phrase, sentence, or document level), 
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techniques for sentiment classification differ. However, in order to be able to 

determine the sentiment of the sentence, two main assumptions have to be made first. 

The first assumption is that the sentence represents the opinion of just one author, and 

the second assumption is that the sentence holds the author‟s opinion about only one 

topic. Ensuring that these two assumptions are satisfied, we can then go into the 

process of determining the sentence‟s sentiment. There are two main approaches for 

sentiment classification: machine learning (ML) and semantic orientation (SO).  

This chapter is organized as follows: section 2.1 talks more in-depth about the 

ML approach, mentioning the different feature sets and machine learning techniques 

used in the literature, together with a survey of some of the systems which have used 

this approach. Section 2.2 describes the SO approach and presents a survey about the 

recent work done in this direction. Finally, section 2.3 presents a comparison between 

the two approaches, while section 2.4 reviews the techniques for creating a hybrid 

model combining both approaches. 

 

2.1 The Machine Learning Approach 

 

The ML approach is typically a supervised approach in which a set of data 

labeled with its class such as “positive” or “negative” are converted into feature 

vectors. This conversion process focuses on the more important and salient features 

present in the sentence. Then, these vectors are used by a classifier, employing one of 

the ML algorithms, as a training data inferring that a combination of specific features 

yields a specific class. This process results in the creation of a model used for 
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predicting the class of unseen or new data called testing data. Examples of ML 

algorithms are Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayesian Classifier, 

Maximum Entropy, etc… Several feature sets have been proposed by different 

researchers for the process of sentiment analysis (Lee & Pang, 2008), some of which 

are related to our work and are listed in section 2.1.1. Afterwards, section 2.1.2 

explains briefly the theoretical foundation of SVM and NB.  

 

2.1.1 Features used in the ML Approach 

a. Term Presence vs. Frequency  

In information retrieval (IR), feature vectors have been usually used to 

represent a piece of text. They are vectors in which the entries correspond to the 

individual terms in the text. In standard IR, Term Frequencies were used 

extensively with regards to the TF-IDF weighting‟s popularity. However, better 

results were obtained using the Term Presence (Pang et al., 2002) rather than 

Term Frequencies. Term Presence is a binary-valued feature vectors wherein the 

entries simply show whether a term appears taking the value of 1, or not taking 

the value of 0. The later approach was more effective in reviewing the polarity 

classification than the real-valued feature vectors (Liu, 2010). This finding 

reflected the fact that some topics are more likely to be highlighted by the 

repeated recurrences of some terms, whereas the overall sentiment may not be 

emphasized by the frequent use of the same terms. “On a related note, hapax 

legomena, or words that appear a single time in a given corpus, have been found 
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to be high-precision indicators of subjectivity” (Wiebe et al., 2004). However, in 

our proposed ML approach, we have used the frequencies of all the words present 

in the corpus to give higher weights to those frequently used words. 

 

b. N-grams 

N-grams are from the frequent features employed in the classification of text. 

A lot of discussions have been carried out on the appropriate size of the grams to 

be used. Grams are words which are frequently repeated in the corpus. Unigrams 

(only one word, like “مليف” film) were found to perform better than bigrams (two 

consecutive words, like “يئامنيس ةمجن” movie star) in categorizing movie 

reviews using sentiment polarity, whereas bigrams and trigrams  (three 

consecutive words, like “يملعلا لايخلا مليف” science fiction film) result in 

improved product review polarity classification (Liu, 2010). This feature is used 

in our proposed ML approach as we have extracted all the unigrams, bigrams, and 

trigrams in the corpus with their corresponding frequencies.  

  

c. Opinion words and phrases 

Some words are sometimes used to express positive or negative sentiments; 

these words are called opinion words. Examples of positive opinion words are 

 .(good) ”نسح“ and ,(amazing) ”ةليذم“ ,(beautiful) ”ليمج“ ,(wonderful) ”عئار“

Examples of negative opinion words are “ريقف” (poor), “١ٍئخ” (bad), and “عورم” 

(terrible). Many of the opinion words are either adjectives or adverbs; however 
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nouns like ““قمامة  and verbs (crap) ”تالضف“ and ,(junk) ”يلابزلا“ ,(rubbish) ال

like “يرك” (hate) and “(ekil) “ثل  .can also be used to reveal opinions (Liu, 2010) م

Moreover, there are also phrases and idioms which can be used to express 

opinions. An example of an idiom is “cost someone an arm and a leg”, which is 

usually used to reflect negative sentiment or opinion. That is why many 

researchers believe that opinion words and phrases have major roles in sentiment 

analysis. These features were used in the SO approach utilizing a comprehensive 

set of opinion words. 

 

d. Dependency Relations 

Dependency relations within the features sets were also considered by many 

researchers. This linguistic analysis is specifically more applicable with respect to 

short textual units. For example, a subtree-based boosting algorithm using words 

dependency based features (like higher-order n-grams) yields better results than 

the bag-of-words baseline. Parsing, which is identifying the words in the text, can 

also be used for representing valence shifters such as negation, intensifiers, and 

diminishers (Kennedy & Inkpenl, 2006). We didn‟t use this feature because of the 

absence of the valence shifters‟ lists representing intensifiers, diminishers, etc... 

for Egyptian dialect.  
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e. Negation 

In sentiment analysis, dealing with negation words is very important as their 

presence usually alters the orientation of the opinion. For example, the sentences 

“I like this camera” and “I don‟t like this camera” are believed to be very similar 

by most frequently used similarity measures as the only different word is the 

negation term, putting the two sentences into opposite classes. Dealing with 

negations can be performed in two different ways; directly, and indirectly. In the 

direct way, the negation words are encoded directly into the initial features‟ 

definitions. While in the indirect way, a second-order feature of a text unit in 

which the feature vector used for initial representation is built essentially ignoring 

the negation words, which is then changed into a different negation-aware 

representation (Pang & Lee, 2008). In an attempt to represent negation words 

more precisely, certain part-of-speech tag patterns are searched for, and then the 

complete phrase is tagged as a negation phrase (Na et al., 2004). This approach 

has been applied on a dataset of electronics reviews, and it was observable that 

there was an improvement of about 3% in accuracy resulting from this negation 

modeling. Further improvements can be possibly reached by deeper (syntactic) 

analysis of the sentence (Liu, 2010). Moreover, sometimes negations are 

expressed in subtle ways like in an irony or sarcastic ways which are often very 

difficult to detect. For example, in the sentence “[it] avoids all clich´es and 

predictability found in Hollywood movies” the word “avoid” is considered to be 

an unexpected polarity reverser word. Negation words must be carefully handled 

as not all occurrences of such words mean negation. For example, “not” in “not 
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only … but also” does not change the orientation direction. This feature is 

considered one of the important features to consider as negations greatly shift the 

meaning of the sentence. 

 

f. Stylistic Features 

Stylistic features include the number of punctuation marks and function 

words, as well as the lexical and structural attributes as shown in Abbasi et al. 

(2008). The lexical features fall into two main categories which are word- based 

and character-based statistical measures. Some examples of the word-based 

lexical features are: 1) Total words number; 2) Words per sentence; 3) Word 

length distribution; etc…. Whereas examples of character-based lexical measures 

are: 1) Total characters‟ number; 2) Characters per sentence; 3) Characters per 

word; and 4) The frequency of individual letters (Morsy 2011). On the other hand, 

the structural features are more concerned with the layout and organization of the 

text. Examples of structural features are: 1) the number of paragraphs; 2) the 

average paragraph length; 3) the total number of sentences per paragraph. Using 

these features along with other features can improve the accuracy of the sentiment 

classification system in the case of analyzing rich texts (Abbasi et al., 2008). 

These features were applied in our proposed SO approach as reviews or opinions 

usually contain some smiley faces or punctuation marks expressing the user‟s 

sentiment with respect to a certain topic. 
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The majority of the research carried out in the field of sentiment analysis, 

especially in the case of Arabic, focused on using the different ML algorithms 

employing different feature sets and comparing their performance. In the study 

carried by Rushdi-Saleh et al. (2011) for classifying movie reviews as positive or 

negative, they have used two different weighting schemes in the validation process: 

term frequency–inverse document frequency and term frequency, as well as testing 

the effect of stemming in the text preprocessing process. They have reached an 

accuracy of 90% with SVM compared to 84% with NB using the same weighting 

scheme and n-gram model. The results they obtained were close to the ones obtained 

by Pang et al. (2002) who have also used the term frequency inverse document 

frequency weighting scheme employing the SVM classifier without applying 

stemming in the preprocessing process. 

 

2.1.2 Theoretical Foundation of SVM and Naïve Bayes Classifiers 

 

In order to build a model to be used in the classification problem of any 

unlabeled or unseen data, there has to be a set of labeled data with their target class. If 

there are only two target classes, then this is a binary classification problem; 

otherwise it is a multi-class classification problem. Building this model involves 

selecting the feature sets which are believed to be relevant to the target class. These 

feature sets will be extracted from the sentences in order to create the feature vector 

representation for each sentence with each feature having its corresponding value. 

Each classifier has a function: f (x) : Rd → R which assigns the sentence to its class 
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depending on the result of this function. For example, a binary classifier assigns a 

sentence to the positive class if its function value is greater than or equal to zero, and 

assigns it to the negative class if its function value is less than zero. 

In this chapter, the theoretical foundations of both SVM and Naïve Bayes 

classifiers are briefly described, since they were used in the literature for sentiment 

classification and they will be used in our experiments.  

 

a. Theoretical Foundation of SVM  

The SVM main idea resides in defining the decision boundaries which are 

based on the decision planes‟ concept. These decision planes are defined to be those 

ones that separate between a set of objects having different class memberships.  A 

special rule is constructed, called the linear classifier, in which its function can be 

written as:  

f (x; w, b) =< w, x > +b  

Equation  2-1: Linear Classifier 

where w and b are the function parameters and “<”,” >” signs are the inner product of 

the two vectors. 
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Figure 2-1: SVM Classifier
5 

 

The data points used to train the classifier are shown in the above figure. The 

figure shows that the classifier‟s main aim is to find the best hyper-plane which 

separates the negative class data points from the positive class data points with the 

maximum possible margin for each set of points from the hyper-plane (Fradkin & 

Muchnik, 2006). The data points on the margins are called “support vectors”. The 

most important property of the training data in SVM is to be linearly separable, 

where: 

 

Equation 2-2: Test for Linearly Separable Data   

                                                           

5
 http://www.statsoft.com/textbook/support-vector-machines/ 
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which means that the two hyper-planes of both margins can be selected in a way that 

there are no data points between them (Fradkin & Muchnik, 2006). 

 

b. Theoretical Foundation of Naïve Bayes 

The NB main idea is based on the so-called Bayesian theorem which is more 

suitable for inputs with high dimensionality. The model is called naive because it 

assumes that the attributes are conditionally independent of each other given the 

class. This assumption gives it the ability to compute probabilities of the Bayes 

formula from a relatively small training set. The algorithm is based on conditional 

probabilities. The final classification is based on the product of two probabilities 

producing what is called the posterior probability. The first probability is called the 

prior probability, while the second probability is called the likelihood probability. The 

prior probability is an unconditional probability based on the previous experience. In 

other words, it is the knowledge‟s state before the data is observed. It is calculated for 

each class: 

P(C = i ) =  

Equation 2-3: Prior Probability 

 

Since the objects are well clustered, it is reasonable to assume that the more 

data points of a particular class in the vicinity of X, the more likely that the new cases 
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belong to that particular class. To measure this likelihood, a circle is drawn around X 

which encompasses a number of points (to be chosen a priori) irrespective of their 

class labels. Then the number of points in the circle belonging to each class label is 

calculated. The likelihood is calculated as follows: 

P(X | C = i) =  

Equation 2-4: Likelihood Probability 

 

 

Figure 2-2: NB Classifier
6
 

 

 The above diagram illustrates the plane of the data points used to train the 

classifier, and the vicinity of the new object to be classified. Having obtained these 

                                                           

6
 http://www.statsoft.com/textbook/naive-bayes-classifier 
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two probabilities, the prior and the likelihood, the final classification is the result of 

their products to form the posterior probability using the so-called Bayes‟ rule: 

 

Equation 2-5: Bayes’Rule 

which is calculated for each class, and the class with the highest value will be the 

class of the new object. 

Xia & Zong (2010) showed that in the case of SVM, unigrams perform better, 

whereas in the case of NB, higher-order n-grams and dependency relations perform 

better. That is because of the nature of the algorithms themselves. SVM, which is a 

discriminative model, can capture the complexity of relevant features and the 

independency which is present more in unigrams than in higher order n-grams. 

Whereas NB, which is a generative model, can capture the feature independence 

assumptions present in bigrams and dependency relations (Xia & Zong, 2010). 

  

2.2 The Semantic Orientation Approach 

The Semantic Orientation approach is an unsupervised approach in which a 

sentiment lexicon is created possibly in three ways: manually, semi-automatically, or 

automatically in which the semantic intensity of each word is represented by a 

number indicating its class. Using this lexicon, all the sentiment words in the sentence 

are extracted and their polarities are summed up to determine if the sentence has an 

overall positive or negative sentiment, together with its intensity to determine whether 
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the sentence holds strong or weak intensity (Turney, 2002). The SO approach is 

domain-independent, since one lexicon is built for all domains. Section 2.2.1 

illustrates one of the methods used in calculating the semantic orientation, while 

section 2.2.2 describes some of the methods used in building the semantic lexicon. 

  

2.2.1 Calculating the Semantic Orientation 

Turney (2002) adopted one of the earlier methods used in this approach in 

which the class of the sentence was determined using the average semantic 

orientation of different phrases present in the sentence. Thus, the semantic orientation 

of each phrase is calculated as the difference between the similarity of the given 

phrase to a positive reference word “excellent” and the similarity of the given phrase 

to a negative reference word “poor”: 

 

 

Equation 2-6: Calculating Semantic Orientation 

Therefore, the semantic orientation of the given phrase is positive when it has 

a strong association with the word “excellent” and negative when it has a strong 

association with the word “poor”. The similarity score measure, Pointwise-Mutual 

Information (PMI), is used to measure the association between the pairs of words or 

phrases. The PMI between two words is calculated as follows: 
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Equation 2-7: The similarity score measure (PMI) 

where p(word1&word2) denotes the probability that both words occur together. The 

degree of statistical dependence between the two words is measured by the ratio 

between p(word1 & word2) and p(word1) p(word2). Finally, the log of this ratio 

gives the amount of information gained about the presence of one of the words when 

the other word is observed. 

 

2.2.2 Building the Semantic Lexicon 

Given that the presence of semantic dictionaries or lexicons for Arabic 

sentiment mining is very limited, some researchers tried to build sentiment lexicons 

of Arabic words and expressions. For example, Farra et al. (2010) determines the 

class of the sentence using a list which stores the semantic orientation of some Arabic 

word roots which are extracted using a stemmer program. In the classification 

process, the root of each word is extracted using an Arabic stemmer, and then this 

root is checked against the stored dictionary. If the root is present, its sentiment is 

extracted as positive, negative, or neutral. Otherwise, the dictionary prompts the user 

to identify the polarity of a word it has not learned and adds its root to the list of 

learned roots.  
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Another method used in the semantic orientation approach is based on using 

one of lexical resources for sentiment analysis available in English like 

SentiWordNet
7
. SentiWordNet was built using the English lexical database, 

WordNet
8
 (Miller, 1995). The class of each word in SentiWordNet was determined 

using a 2-step process. The first step started with a small list of positive and negative 

words, and then words with similar polarity were searched for using binary relations 

of WordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010). Then, in the second step the final polarity of 

the words was determined by running iterations on the words until they congregate to 

their final polarity. For each word, three different polarity score types; objective, 

positive and negative are associated, describing its intensity ranging from 0 to 1, 

together with its Part-Of-Speech (Esuli & Sebastiani, 2006). To use this lexicon, first 

the Arabic sentences are translated into English using one of the standard translation 

software. Then, these translated sentences are classified according to its sentiment 

into one of the classes "positive" and "negative". The process starts by extracting the 

sentiment words in each translated sentence, and then their polarities are determined 

using the scores available in SentiWordNet.  

 

2.3 Comparing ML and SO Approaches 

It is observable that the ML approach was adopted more than the SO approach 

in the literature because of the different sets of features and algorithms that can be 

used depending on the type of classes to predict, and the level the algorithm will be 

                                                           

7
 http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/ 

8
 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 
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applied (document, sentence, or phrase). On the other hand, the SO approach is 

domain independent giving higher generality across domains. However, each 

approach has its concerns. For example, the ML approach concern is selecting the 

right features, and classification algorithm, while the SO approach concern is creating 

a comprehensive lexicon with correct prior polarity to the words and methods to 

handle their contextual polarity (Morsy 2011).  

ML and SO approaches have some major differences. The first difference 

between them is that in the ML approach the classifier can be trained for a domain-

specific polarity; e.g. “long lasting friendship” implying positive sentiment versus 

“long time to reach” implying negative sentiment, unlike the case of the lexicon in 

which for each word its polarity is initially defined. On the other hand, the accuracy 

of the classifier increases as the size of the trained data increases, meaning that a huge 

corpus labeled with its class (positive or negative) is required. This process involves 

collecting data from different domains and websites like news, blogs, reviews, news 

articles, movies, products, politics, etc…, then labeling these data manually, whereas 

in the case of a dictionary it doesn‟t need all this process. However for the SO 

approach, there is a tradeoff between saving the word‟s root and saving the actual 

encountered word with its derivative letters, prefixes, affixes and suffixes. In case the 

actual word is saved in the dictionary, it will enhance the dictionary‟s accuracy, but it 

will slow the learning curve. In case the stemmed word is saved, it will speed up the 

learning process and decrease the dictionary‟s size, but it will lead to lower accuracy  

as in Arabic a single root could sometimes correspond to either a positive, negative, 

or neutral word. For example, if the root of “جميل ” (beautiful) is extracted to “جمل ” 
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(the corresponding three-letter root), “جميل ” will be identified by the user as positive 

and its root “جمل” will be stored as a positive root. However, if the dictionary then 

encounters the word (which can also mean „camel‟) it will thus be labeled as positive 

while it is actually neutral (Farra et al., 2010). 

 

2.4 Hybrid Approach 

Given the advantages and the disadvantages of both ML and SO approaches, 

some of the proposed mechanisms for sentiment analysis tried to combine them 

together so that they can take advantage from the benefits of each approach. For 

example, Farra et al. (2010) proposed an approach to automate the Arabic sentence-

level sentiment classification combining both syntactic and semantic features. The 

features they have used included: frequency of positive, negative, and neutral words in 

each sentence using the semantic interactive learning dictionary they have built, 

frequency of negations (such as  , لا,لن,لم,ليس  which are negation words in Arabic 

and hold several meanings such as not, won‟t, didn‟t, don‟t) , frequency of special 

characters (!) and (?), frequency of emphasis words („ خاصة  especially‟, „ لدرجة  to the 

extent that‟, „ كثيرا  very much‟, „ جدا  really‟, علىالإطلاق  at all‟ , etc.), frequency of 

conclusive words ( „ خلاصة  in conclusion‟ , „ لذلك  and that is why‟ , „ أخيرا  finally‟, etc) , 

frequency of contradiction words, and other similar features. Similarly, Kouloumpis et 

al. (2011) proposed an approach to classify the sentiment of the English tweets in 

Twitter. They have built an ensemble model of two classifiers: one which uses ngrams 

only, while the other uses both ngrams and lexicon features. For the lexicon features 
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they have created three features for each tweet based on the presence of any words 

from the lexicon. They have used the English words listed in the MPQA subjectivity 

lexicon (Wilson et al., 2009) which are tagged with their prior polarity: positive, 

negative, or neutral. By comparing the results of both classifiers, it was noticeable that 

the addition of sentiment lexicons to the n-grams has increased the accuracy of the 

classification task.  
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CHAPTER 3 

3. PREPROCESSING EGYPTIAN DIALECT TWEETS 

 

The majority of the text produced by the social websites is considered to have 

an unstructured or noisy nature. This is due to the lack of standardization, spelling 

mistakes, missing punctuation, nonstandard words, and repetitions (Al-Shammari, 

2009). That is why the importance of preprocessing this kind of text is attracting 

attention these days because of the presence of several websites producing this noisy 

text. There are three steps in the preprocessing process: 1) normalization, 2) stemming, 

and 3) stop words removal. Normalization is the process of transforming the text in 

order to be consistent, thus putting it in a common form; stemming is the process of 

reducing derived or inflected words to their stem, base or root form; and stop words 

removal is the process of removing those words which are natural language words 

having very little meaning, such as "ٟف" (in), "ٍٟػ" (on), "أذ" (you), "ِٓ" (of), etc…  

 

This chapter is organized as follows: section 3.1 describes the normalization 

process and shows the rules applied to Egyptian Dialect tweets; section 3.2 talks more 

in-depth about the stemming process and the dialect specific implemented stemmer; 

and finally section 3.3 explains the stop word removal process and how the list of 

stop words was constructed. 
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3.1 Normalization 

The normalizing process puts the Arabic text in a consistent form, 

thus converting all the various forms of a word to a common form. For example the 

word “ث ث“ ,”إٔذ“ can have many different forms like ”او ـــــــــث“ ,”أو  etc.  All these ,”او

forms cause the word to be considered as three different words. Thus, they all need to 

be transformed to a single form. A normalizer
9
 is implemented for doing this job using 

the programming language Ruby. This normalizer performs several tasks such as 

removing diacritics from the letters, removing „ء‟ (Hamza), making both „ٞ‟ and „ٜ‟ 

change to „ٞ‟(y), etc… We have used this normalizer 
9
 as it is very efficient, and it 

handles most of the normalization rules.  Table 3.1 defines language normalization 

rules: 

Rule Example 

Tashkeel ثَنَا  حدثنا <- حَدَّ

Tatweel الله <- اللــــــــــــــــــــــــه 

Hamza ؤ or ىء or ء <- ء 

Alef آ or أ or ا <- إ 

lamalef لا or لآ or لأor لا <-لإ 

Yeh ي or ي <- ى 

Heh ه orة <- ة 

Table 3-1: Normalization Rules 

                                                           

9
 http://arabtechies.sourceforge.net/projec/ normalization _ruby 
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3.2 Stemming 
 

The stemming process reduces the words to their uninflected base forms. 

Sometimes the stem is different from the root, but it is useful as related words usually 

map to the same stem even if this stem is not in itself a valid root. Stemming is 

considered one of the most important stages in any Arabic information retrieval or text 

mining systems. Larkey et al. (2007) has proven that stemming Arabic terms is not an 

easy task because of its highly inflected and derivational nature. There are mainly two 

classes of stemmers for the Arabic language: aggressive stemmers (reducing a given 

word to its root) and light stemmers (identifying a set of prefixes and suffixes that will 

be removed). However, it is believed that the problem with aggressive stemmers is that 

as they reduce the words to their roots, most of the time it results in losing the specific 

meaning of the original words. This fact has caused this type of stemmers to be poor 

candidates for systems involving high accuracy in matching between similar words. 

Due to the complexity of the Arabic language, several studies with various 

complexity levels were carried out to address stemming because of its significance in 

informational retrieval and text mining systems. However, most of these studies were 

mainly for modern standard Arabic (MSA) and so they can‟t handle the different 

dialect specific rules like the Egyptian dialect. For example, if we tried the MSA 

stemmer with the word “ْػٍْب” (because) the word would become “ِػ” (hut), since in 

MSA, when a word ends in “ْا” it reflects duality; however, this word should not have 

been stemmed originally. This fact has forced us to implement our own customized 

stemmer. The main objective of the stemmer is to reduce the input word to its shortest 
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possible form without compromising its meaning. That is why we have adopted the 

light stemming methodology using Dialect specific set of prefixes and suffixes 

because in aggressive stemmers, reducing the word to its root can sometimes result in 

the mapping of too many related terms, each with a unique meaning, to a single root. 

Moreover, light stemmers are considered very simple to implement and have proven to 

be highly effective in several information retrieval systems. On the other hand, light 

stemmers are not applicable to some affixes and broken plurals which are very 

common in the Arabic language (Larkey et al., 2007). Consequently, in our 

implemented-light stemmer, we have combined some of the rules introduced in El-

Beltagy and Rafea (2011), together with a set of rules we have introduced to handle 

broken plurals for Egyptian dialect which sometimes results in the addition of infixes 

to a word, as well as handling the removal of certain affixes. In our stemmer‟s 

implementation, we have built two lists: one for irregular terms (words that originally 

start or end by any of the prefixes or suffixes and should not be stemmed) and another 

one for irregular plurals and their singular forms. These lists are normalized and 

stemmed. Thus, the input word is first checked against these lists of irregulars; if it is 

present, then it won‟t be stemmed, otherwise the stemming rules will be applied.   

The implemented stemmer consists mainly of three stages: 1) prefix removal, 

2) suffix removal, and 3) infix removal which is mainly applying the rules for broken 

plurals. Generally, the prefix removal is the first stage attempted, followed by the 

suffix removal stage, and finally the infix removal stage. After each stage, the 

transformed word is checked against the dictionary to determine whether to continue 

with stemming it, or just stop. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show the sets of prefixes and suffixes 
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proposed for the Egyptian dialect, while table 3.4 shows the set of rules for handling 

broken plurals. Most of the broken plurals‟ rules were inspired from the ones 

introduced in El-Beltagy and Rafea (2011). The new rules we proposed are highlighted 

in black.  

 

  

Table 3-2: Set of Compound and Single Prefixes with their Meanings 

 

 

 

Table 3-3: Sets of Suffixes 
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Table 3-4: Rules for Broken Plurals  
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3.3 Stop Words Removal 

There is not one definite list of stop words for Arabic. Depending on the type 

of the application they are implementing, authors use different stop words lists. Some 

authors build lists that consist mainly of the most common and short function words 

like “ٟف” (in), “ِٓ” (of), “ٍٟػ” (on), etc…
10

. On the other hand, some authors build lists 

that contain the most common words including lexical words like “ًِض” (like), “٠و٠ل” 

(want), “٠مٛي” (say), etc…
11

. 

Given the absence of any stop words list for the Egyptian dialect, we had to 

build this list from the beginning. The process started by identifying the words in the 

whole corpus (20,000 tweets) between different frequency ranges as shown in figure 

3.1. The figure shows the number of the words in each frequency range, and it is clear 

from the graph that there is an inverse relationship between the frequency range and 

the number of words which complies with Zipf's law (Li, 1992). After that, we started 

with the first set of 11 words which had the highest frequency range to be our list of 

stop words after removing all the sentiment words “ًع١ّ” (beautiful), “ثْغ” (ugly), etc.. 

, named entities like “فٍٛي” (Followers), “ِٖو” (Egypt), “ِجبهن” (Mubarak), etc…, and 

verbs like " ٠ؾبوُ"  (Trial), “ًلز” (kill), etc…, and tested its effect on the accuracy of the 

classifier. At the beginning there were drops in performance reflecting that there might 

be some important words that should not have been removed, or there exist some other 

stop words that still need to be removed. So we worked on identifying these words 

manually. Then, this process continued accumulatively by adding lists from the 

                                                           

10
 http://www.ranks.nl/resources/stopwords.html 

11
 http://arabicstopwords.sourceforge.net 
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following frequency ranges until we reached a list of stop words consisting of 128 

words that increases the accuracy by almost 1.5%. Figure 3.2 shows the frequency of 

each stop word listed in appendix B. 

 

 

Figure 3-1: The Number of Words in Different Frequency Ranges 
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Figure 3-2: The Frequency of Each Stop Word 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR ARABIC SENTENCE 

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

  

The aim of this research is to create a kind of hybrid approach that can be used in 

the classification of Arabic text, especially in the Egyptian dialect. This will involve 

incorporating some of the semantic features together with some of the language features 

whose performance has been tested and proven to be important in the sentiment analysis 

process. This approach is employed to build a supervised model which is considered a 

more accurate model to use, rather than using an unsupervised model utilizing one or 

more of the sentiment lexicons. However, the unsupervised approach will also be 

investigated. 

This chapter is organized as follows: section 4.1 explains in details the ML 

methodology, section 4.2 then fully describes the SO methodology, section 4.3 clarifies 

how these two methodologies are combined together, and finally section 4.4 lists the 

evaluation measures followed in order to evaluate our proposed approaches. 

 

4.1 The ML Methodology for Sentence-level Sentiment Classification 

The methodology used for building the ML classifiers consists mainly of 5 

steps: 1) crawling tweets from Twitter to form a corpus; 2) cleaning this created 

corpus and manually annotating 4,800 tweets (1,600 positive tweets, 1,600 negative 
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tweets and 1,600 neutral tweets); 3) preprocessing these cleaned tweets (normalizing, 

stemming and removing the stop words); 4) identifying unigrams, bigrams, and 

trigrams to be used as candidates features in building the feature vectors for the 

annotated tweets; and 5) developing and testing the most known classifier used in 

sentiment classification, SVM and NB. Based on the analysis of the results obtained 

from the classifiers, we will go back to step 4 after changing the features used in 

building the feature vectors, and we will continue repeating these steps until we reach 

the most useful set of features to be used. The methodology phases are described in 

figure 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4-1: The ML Sentence-Level Sentiment Analysis Model 
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The model goes through the following phases: 

4.1.1 Getting Data from Twitter (Arabic Tweets) 

Although Arabic is considered one of the top 10 languages most used on the 

Internet according to the InternetWorld State
12

  rank it is considered as a poor content 

language over the web unlike English with very few web pages specializing in Arabic 

reviews (Elhawary & Elfeky, 2010). We have searched for a source which 

communicates real opinions and at the same time the opinions are written in Arabic. 

For this reason, we have used Twitter‟s API
13 

to get the required tweets. By setting 

the language to Arabic (lang=ar), we are now able to get Arabic tweets. Also, it was 

very important to get a large set of Arabic sentences in order for the classifier to be 

trained and be able to further classify any new supplied sentence. Twitter was one of 

the main sources for getting vast amounts of data as we got more than 20,000 tweets 

from different news topics.  

 

4.1.2 Tweets Annotation and Cleaning 

From the 20,000 tweets retrieved from Twitter, we have annotated 4,800 

tweets consisting of 1,600 positive, 1,600 negative and 1,600 neutral tweets to be our 

training corpus. Table 4.2 shows samples of the annotated tweets. Two raters were 

used to determine the sentiment of the tweets. They had a high degree of agreement in 

                                                           

12
 http://wordnet.princeton.edu 

13
 http://search.twitter.com/search.atom?lang=ar&rpp=100&page={0}&q={1} 
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their classification of the tweets, and for those tweets that disagreed; a third rater was 

used to determine its final sentiment. We have chosen the tweets that hold only one 

opinion, not sarcastic, and subjective. After annotating the tweets, we then went into 

the process of removing all user-names, pictures, hash tags, URLs and all non-Arabic 

words from the tweets to be easily manipulated and dealt with. Also, we have 

investigated the effect of the corpus size on the performance of the classifier. 

Table 4-1: Samples of Positive and Negative Tweets 

  

4.1.3 Tweets Pre-Processing 

Before extracting the feature vectors, preprocessing of the tweets is required. 

This involves tokenization (identifying the individual words and reducing the 

typographical variation), and then applying the proposed preprocessing mechanism 

(normalization, stemming, stop words removal) on the cleaned tweets. Tokenization 

 

Positive 

 

أب ٕٛرٝ ٌٓ ٠قوط ِٓ كائوح رّٚه ِغ اٌؼظ١ُ أثٛ اٌفزٛػ ٠به٠ذ رزؾلٚا ػٍٝ ...... إٔذ هاعً ِؾزوَ 

عجٙخ لا رمٙو.....هئ١ٌ ٚ ٔبئت  

You are a respectable person … I will definitely vote for you and Abu El Fotoh 

I hope you can challenge for president and vice president…unbeatable front  

 

Negative 

 

 ؽواَ ػ١ٍه اٌٍٝ ػٍّزٗ ف١ٕب ٚفٝ ٔفَه ٚالله ِٖو اَ اٌل١ٔب ؽواَ ػ١ٍه لٜٛ

This is over what you have done to us and to yourself Egypt is mother of the 

world this is really over  
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is easily carried out using one of the functions available in the NLTK
14

 library. After 

that each process in the preprocessing mechanism is applied accumulatively to 

produce at the end normalized, stemmed tweets with the stop words removed.  

 

4.1.4 Feature Extraction and Feature Vector 

The feature vectors applied to the classifier consisted of the term frequency, as 

we are using statistical machine learning (Lee et al., 2002). Also, the different n-gram 

models were studied to analyze their influence on the classification problem. That is 

why we have chosen to work with unigrams, bigrams and trigrams as our work is on 

word/Phrase level sentiment analysis (Khreisata, 2009). Unigrams are considered the 

simplest features to extract and they provide good courage for the data, while bigrams 

and trigrams provide the ability to capture any negation or sentiment expression 

patterns. Therefore, the process starts by extracting all the unigrams, bigrams, and 

trigrams in the 4,800 annotated tweets. It is important to note that different features 

will be investigated including negation. 

Then for each of these candidate features, its frequency in the 20,000 tweets 

was calculated, creating a dictionary for all the candidate features with their 

corresponding frequencies. Finally for each Tweet, if any of these candidate features 

was present in it, then this candidate feature frequency was fetched from the 

                                                           

14
 http://www.nltk.org/Home 
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dictionary and it was placed in the feature vector representing this tweet. Thus, for 

each tweet the following feature vector was constructed using term frequency: 

({word1:frequency1, word2:frequency2…},“polarity”) 

We have used the frequency of the term in the 20,000 tweets to give more weight to 

those terms that appear more frequent in the corpus because these terms represent 

words and language patterns that are more used by the Arabic bloggers. 

  

4.1.5 Training and Testing Classifiers 

In this step, we have put the tweets into a format understandable by the 

classifier for maximum throughput. This involved generating the feature vectors and 

saving them in a sparse ARFF file which is the input file for the classifier. We chose 

the Weka suite software (Hall et al.., 2009) to run the classifier as it provides several 

ML algorithms such as SVM, NB and others. It also provides a number of test options, 

such as cross validation, test set and percentage split.  

 

4.2 The SO Methodology for Sentence-level Sentiment Classification  

 

The methodology used to build the SO classifier consists mainly of 3 steps: 1) 

using sentiment annotated tweets to extract the sentiment words, count the occurrences 

of each sentiment words in both positive and negative tweets and give each word two 

weights based on its number of occurrence in the positive and negative tweets; 2) 

preprocessing the tweets (normalizing, stemming and removing the stop words); and 

3) classifying the 4,800 tweets (1,600 positive, 1,600 negative and 1,600 neutral) as 
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positive, negative or neutral using the sentiment word found in the tweet, and building 

a confusion matrix for the tweets classified as positive, another matrix for the tweets 

classified as negative, and another matrix for the tweets classified as neutral to 

measure the accuracy of classification. 

 

4.2.1 Building the list of Sentiment Words and Smiley Faces 

Given the limited work done for Arabic text in the field of sentiment 

analysis, especially for the Egyptian dialect, we had first to start by manually 

building two lists: one for the most occurring positive sentiment words, and one 

for the most occurring negative sentiment words. Then for each word in these lists 

a weight is given to it based on its frequency in positive tweets and its frequency 

in negative tweets. It is believed that as the lexicon size increases with different 

possible forms for sentiment words, the performance of the classification 

increases as more sentiment words will be recognized and used in calculating the 

semantic score. As for the smiley faces, there exists a list of the most well-known 

and used smiley faces, together with their polarities.  

 

4.2.2 Tweets Pre-Processing 

The preprocessing processes (normalizing, stemming, and stop words 

removal) were applied in the same order as in the ML approach. Both the tweets 

and the sentiment words list were processed. 
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4.2.3 Classifying the Test Set of Tweets 

To determine the class of each tweet, a cumulative score was calculated 

using the sentiment words and smiley faces in the tweet to determine its class. For 

each sentiment word present, its score was added to the total in the following 

way: 

 

Equation 4-1: The Semantic Score for Each Phrase 

where is the positive weight of the word, is the negative weight of the 

word, and they are calculated based on the number of times this word appeared in 

the positive tweets, and the number of times this word appeared in the negative 

tweets. As for the smiley faces, their polarities were calculated in the same way as 

the sentiment words and their weights were added to the total score at the end.  

The weights assigned to the sentiment words were used to determine how 

close it is to positive “1” or to negative “-1” or neutral “0”. The final value of the 

score (score > 0, score < 0 or score =0) determines polarity of the whole tweet. It 

is important to note that the neutral class is defined as “no sentiment words were 

found or both numbers of positive and negative sentiment words are equal”. 

Since, in this stage we are dealing with three classes, three binary classifiers were 

built: 1) positive classifier, 2) negative classifier, and 3) neutral classifier. Thus, 
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for each class a classifier was built determining whether the tweet belongs to its 

corresponding class, or it belongs to the class named “other”. Then, the accuracy, 

the precision, the recall, and the F-measure of each classifier were calculated, 

which were averaged at the end to reach a final unified classifier. 

For each class classifier, a confusion table was built displaying the number 

of correct and incorrect classifications made by the classifier compared with the 

actual classifications in the test data. The structure of the table is as follows: the 

rows present the number of actual classifications in the test data, and the columns 

present the number of predicted classifications made by the classifier. Thus, since 

we are only dealing with two classes, the size of the table will be 2-by-2. 

 

4.3 Proposed Hybrid Approach 

 

To take advantage of the benefits of each approach (ML and SO), we are 

proposing a hybrid approach for sentence-level sentiment analysis which combines 

both approaches. This approach involves building a classifier using the unigrams, 

bigrams, and trigrams with the optimum thresholds previously determined, together 

with adding a new feature for the SO score which sums the weights of all the 

sentiment words and smiley faces present in the tweet. Also unigrams, bigrams, and 

trigrams which are members in the sentiment features list their frequencies are 

multiplied by a factor (1/Net_Weight) to boost up their importance in the tweets. So 

now the feature vectors contain an attribute for the SO score as shown:  

({word1:frequency1, senti_word2: factor*frequency2…},SO:score,“polarity”) 
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It is important to note that negation is considered when it comes to calculating 

the SO score and the value of the sentiment features. If the tweet contains any of the 

negation words listed in Appendix D, the weight of the sentiment words following this 

negation word is multiplied by “-1” to switch its value. 

 

4.4 Evaluation Measures  

 

One method for comparing the performance of the classifying algorithms is 

the cross-validation method. It is a statistical method which splits the data into two 

parts: one part is used to train the model, while the other part is used to test the model 

(Manning & Schutze, 1999). The k-fold cross-validation form is considered the basic 

form of cross-validation, in which the data is first divided into k equally sized parts. 

Afterwards, k iterations of training and testing are carried out in way ensuring that in 

each iteration a different part of the data is used for testing, whereas the remaining k-

1 parts are used for learning. In the experiments performed, 10-fold cross-validation 

(k=10) has been used to evaluate the classifiers‟ performance. 

On the other hand, in most of the sentiment classification problems, three 

measures of classification effectiveness were widely used; which are: 1) the accuracy, 

2) precision and 3) recall, which are explained in detail in (Sebastiani, 2002). We 

have used those three measures in addition to the F- Measure (F-score) to measure the 

accuracy of the test as it considers both the precision and the recall of the test in 

computing the score. These measures will help us to evaluate the performance of the 
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proposed prototype and measure the effectiveness of the suggested features set. 

Finally, within each algorithm (ML and SO) different models are created, and tests of 

significances are performed (Tan et al., 2005). These tests are used to evaluate the 

relative performance or the true difference between the models within each algorithm. 

The measures are: 

a) Accuracy: 

The percentage of the correctly classified objects used to calculate the accuracy of 

a classifier is calculated as follows: 

 

 

Equation 4-2: The Accuracy Equation 

where: 

TP (true positives) denotes the number of positively-labeled test sentences that 

were correctly classified as positive; 

TN (true negatives) denotes the number of negatively-labeled test sentences that 

were correctly classified as negative; 

FP (false positives) denotes the number of negatively-labeled test sentences that 

were incorrectly classified as positive; and 
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FN (false negatives) denotes the number of positively-labeled test sentences that 

were incorrectly classified as negative. 

 

b) Precision: 

The class‟s precision defines the probability that if a random sentence should be 

classified with this class, then this is the correct decision. Precision for the 

positive class for instance is calculated as follows: 

 

Equation 4-3: The Precision Equation 

 

c) Recall: 

The class‟s recall defines the probability that if a random sentence should be 

classified with this class, then this is the taken decision. Recall for the positive 

class for instance is calculated as follows: 

 

 

Equation 4-4: The Recall Equation 
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d) F-Measure: 

The class‟s F- Measure defines the harmonic mean or the weighted average for 

both the precision and recall obtained. We have used the F1 measure, so that both 

the recall and the precision are evenly weighted. F- Measure is calculated as 

follows: 

 

Equation 4-5: The F-measure Equation  

 

e) Statistical Significance of Learned Models: 

Comparing the performance for two models: 

dt  = d  z 2/  d


 

Equation 4-6: The True Difference  

where: 

a)  d is the absolute difference in the error rate and it is calculated as follows: 

 

d= | e1 – e2| 

Equation 4-7: Absolute Difference 

 

where e1 and e2 are the error rates of the models 
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b) z 2/  is the Z value of the level of confidence, which is the approximate value 

of the percentile point of the normal distribution used in probability and 

statistics (Rees, 1987). For large data sets, accuracy has a normal distribution. 

As shown in figure 4-2, the confidence level is equal to 1-α where α is the 

accepted error, and z 2/  and z 2/1   are the upper and the lower bounds 

obtained from a standard distribution at confidence level 1-α (Tan et al., 

2005). Given that normal distribution is symmetric around Z=0, thus 

z 2/ = z 2/1  . Using the probability table, the Z value can be obtained for any 

confidence level. Table 4-2 shows the values of z 2/ at different confidence 

levels. 

 

 

Figure 4-2: The Normal Distribution of the Accuracy 
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Table 4-2: The Z Values at Different Confidence Levels 

 

c) d


 is the variance: 

 

Given the assumption that n1 and n2 are sufficiently large, then e1 and e2 are 

approximated using normal distribution. Thus, d, error rate, is also normally 

distributed with mean dt , and variance 
2

 d . The variance of d can be 

calculated as follows 
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Equation 4-8: Variance for Two Models 

 

where n1 and n2 are the size of the models, and e1(1-e1)/n1 and e2(1-e2)/n2 are 

the variance of the error rates. 

 

The result of the significant test produces a range of values. If the zero value is in 

this range, then the difference between the models or the algorithms is not 

statistically significant. Otherwise, the difference is statistically significant at the 

specified confidence level.  
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CHAPTER 5 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION 

 

Although the ML approach is used extensively in the sentiment analysis process 

throughout the literature, it is still very important to test the SO approach with respect to 

our case which is dealing with the Egyptian dialect. This will be achieved in 6 steps:  1) 

suggesting a mechanism for preprocessing the tweets (normalization, stemming and stop-

words removal) before processing them to reduce the noisy and unstructured nature of the 

text; 2) following our proposed methodology for the ML approach in section 4.1 which 

includes determining the optimum size of the corpus for training, together with the set of 

features to be used; 3) following our proposed methodologies for the SO approach in 

section 4.2 which includes building a semantic lexicon for extracting sentiment words, as 

well as calculating the semantic orientation; 4) comparing the classification results of 

each methodology; 5) combining those methodologies for the aim of creating a hybrid 

approach following the method in section 4.3 to benefit from the advantages of both 

approaches in classifying the sentiment of tweets written in Egyptian dialect; and finally 

6) introducing a simple method for negation detection. 

This chapter is organized as follows: section 5.1 compares the performance of ML 

classifiers and presents baseline results for the proposed ML approach, while section 5.2 

defines baseline results for the proposed SO approach. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 show the 

effect of preprocessing on the performance of both ML and SO approaches. For the ML 
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approach, section 5.5 demonstrates the effect of corpus size on the accuracy of SVM 

classifier, whereas section 5.6 studies the optimum thresholds for the N-grams features 

used. For the SO approach, section 5.7 displays the results of using various sentiment 

words list on different corpus sizes. Finally, section 5.8 shows the results obtained after 

combining both the ML and SO approaches, and section 5.9 illustrates the results after 

considering negation on the SO and the hybrid approach. 

 

5.1 Experiment-A: Comparing ML Classifiers Without Preprocessing 

 

 Objective: The objective of this experiment is to compare the performance of the 

ML classification methods (SVM, Naive Bayes, Bayesian Network, Multilayer 

Perceptron, and Radial Basis Function Network) using unigram as features. 

 

 Method: The training data set consists of 500 positive tweets and 500 negative 

tweets without preprocessing, and then the ML classifiers are tested using 10-fold 

cross validation method. It is important to note that the performance measures of 

both the positive and the negative classifiers were first calculated using the 

average of the 10-fold validations, then these measures were averaged to produce 

the numbers presented in the tables. 

 

 Results: The results are shown in Table 5.1:  
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 SVM NB RBFN 
Bayesian 

Network 
MLP 

Accuracy 0.740 0.691 0.675 0.567 0.499 

Precision 0.740 0.692 0.679 0.567 0.499 

Recall 0.740 0.691 0.675 0.567 0.499 

F-Measure 0.740 0.691 0.673 0.567 0.478 

Table 5-1: ML Results without Preprocessing 

 

 Discussion  

Comparing the results of the ML classifiers, it is clear that SVM has better 

results than other classifiers in almost all the evaluation measures. The 

improvement between the accuracy results of the top two models is almost 4.9% 

for SVM. The same goes with the precision, recall and the F-measure. Moreover, 

the results obtained by the SVM have been shown to be highly effective in 

sentiment analysis outperforming the results obtained by the other ML classifiers. 

SVM was applied successfully in several sentiment analysis tasks because of its 

principle advantages which include: “First, they are robust in high dimensional 

spaces; second, any feature is relevant; third, they are robust when there is a 

sparse set of samples; and, finally, most text categorization problems are linearly 

separable” (Rushdi-Saleh et al., 2011). By comparing the results obtained by 
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SVM in sentiment analysis in general, it is noticeable that SVM overcomes other 

machine learning techniques.  

On the other hand, an important observation is that different forms for 

some feature were derived by the noisy nature of the text. The number of features 

used was 6622 which is considered a high dimensional feature space. This 

number of features might lead to distortions in the features space, decreasing the 

rate of the learning scheme and over-fitting of the data. 

 

5.2 Experiment-B: Sentiment Classification Using SO Approach Without 

Preprocessing 

 

 Objective: The objective of this experiment is to investigate the performance of 

the SO classifier. 

 

 Method: The data set consists of 500 positive tweets and 500 negative tweets 

without preprocessing both the tweets and the sentiment words. The size of the 

sentiment words list used was 5,000 words. 

 

 Result: The results are shown in table 5.2: 
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 Positive Negative Average 

Accuracy 0.725 0.653 0.689 

Precision 0.768 0.714 0.741 

Recall 0.725 0.653 0.689 

F-measure 0.746 0.682 0.714 

Table 5-2: SO Results without Preprocessing 

 Discussion: 

By looking at the results calculated in table 5-2, it was clear that there 

were big numbers of tweets that were incorrectly classified. This behavior is 

caused by three problems: 1) the tweet originally contains no sentiment words, 2) 

the sentiment word in the tweet is not present in the lists, 3) the sentiment word 

in the tweet is written in a different form from the one stored in the list like “أّىو 

- thanks” and “اّىو – thanks”. In meaning they are the same but here the prefix 

makes them two different words. One of the possible solutions to solve these 

problems is to consider different inflected forms of the sentiment words in the 

tweet as they might help in determining the tweet‟s semantic orientation. 

Another possible solution could be preprocessing the tweets and the sentiment 

words list in order to be able to extract the sentiment words and classify the 

tweets. However, looking at the performance measures calculated for the 

classified tweets, it was noticeable that they were somehow close to those of the 

ML approach. This fact results from the unstructured and the noise in the text 

which decreases the performance of the classifier to identify the class of the 

tweet.  
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5.3 Experiment-C: The Impact of Preprocessing on ML Classifiers 

 

 Objective: The objective of this experiment is to test the effect of the 

preprocessing on the two machine learning algorithms (SVM and NB) which 

previously produced the highest performance. 

 

 Method: We have applied our 3 stages accumulatively meaning that we will start 

by normalizing tweets, then stemming them, and finally the stop words will be 

removed from these stemmed tweets. Four experiments were carried out: 1) after 

applying the normalizer, 2) after applying our implemented stemmer, 3) after 

applying light stemmer
15

, and 4) after removing the stop words. In each stage 10-

fold cross validation method was used which averages the average of the 10-fold 

validations for each class. 

 

 Results: The results are shown in tables 5-3, 5-4, 5-5 and 5-6 

Performance Measures 

 Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure 

 NB SVM NB SVM NB SVM NB SVM 

Unigrams 0.695 0.756 0.696 0.756 0.695 0.756 0.695 0.756 

Table 5-3: NB and SVM results using normalized tweets 

 

                                                           

15
 http://pypi.python.org/pypi/Tashaphyne/ 
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Performance Measures 

 Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure 

 NB SVM NB SVM NB SVM NB SVM 

Unigrams 0.746 0.774 0.748 0.774 0.746 0.774 0.745 0.774 

Table 5-4: NB and SVM results using stemmed tweets (1) 

Performance Measures 

 Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure 

 NB SVM NB SVM NB SVM NB SVM 

Unigrams 0.73 0.738 0.731 0.739 0.73 0.738 0.731 0.738 

Table 5-5: NB and SVM results using stemmed tweets (2) 

Performance Measures 

 Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure 

 NB SVM NB SVM NB SVM NB SVM 

Unigrams 0.735 0.777 0.737 0.777 0.735 0.777 0.734 0.777 

Table 5-6: NB and SVM results after stop words removal 

 

Table 5-3, 5-4, 5-5, 5-6 show the results obtained after applying each process 

accumulatively.  Tables 5-4 and 5-5 show the result of applying two stemmers: 1) 

our implemented stemmer, and 2) light stemmer. It is important to note that the 

performance measures of both the positive and the negative classifiers were first 

calculated using the average of the 10-fold validations, then these measures were 

averaged to produce the numbers presented in the tables. 
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 Discussion: 

Comparing the results of NB and SVM, better results were produced after 

applying the preprocessing stages. The improvement between the best accuracy 

results before and after applying preprocessing for the NB is almost 4.4% and for 

the SVM is almost 3.7%. The same goes with the precision, recall and the F-

measure. This behavior results from the fact that preprocessing usually tries to 

reduce the noise in the text, thus eliminating part of the distortions in the features 

space. Also an important observation is that the number of features was reduced 

dramatically from 6622 features in case of unigrams before applying 

preprocessing to 3220 features after applying preprocessing. That is because the 

more steps we apply from the preprocessing stage, the more related features 

converge together reducing the problem of features over-fitting and increasing 

the rate of the learning scheme. 

We have tested our implemented stemmer against one of the light 

stemmers available. Analyzing the results in tables 5-4 and 5-5, it is noticeable 

that our implemented stemmer produces better results because of the dialect 

specific issues that we have addressed in our implementation. For example, the 

word “ْػٍْب” and “ْػْب” both forms of the words are right and they mean 

“because”. In our stemmer we have included them in the irregular list so they 

won‟t be stemmed; however, in the light stemmer they will be stemmed to “ٍِػ-

not a word” and “ِػ-hut” which are completely two different words. 
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Analyzing the results produced after stop words removal stage, it was 

clear that our developed stop words list needs to be further investigated. The 

results in table 5-6 showed that in case of SVM the performance increased by 

only 0.3%, while in case of NB the performance even decreased by 1.1%, which 

means that there are some other stop words that still need to be removed, or we 

have removed necessary words that shouldn't have been removed   

In spite of the fact that preprocessing greatly reduces the noisy and 

unstructured nature of the text, yet still the noisy nature plays a major role in 

decreasing the performance of the experiment. For example, the word “  - ٚفٟ 

loyal” after applying stemming will become the particle word “ٟف - in” which is a 

stop word and will be removed from the tweet, thus the sentiment of the tweet 

will be lost. If we looked at these two tweets for example: 

 

  الأؽىبَ اٌٖبكهٖ ٙل أعوِٛ ثؾك اٌٛٛٓ ٚاٌّٛا١ٕٛٓلوفيأٌف ِجوٚن ٌْؼت اٌجؾو٠ٓ ا

  أِون رجغ أٚاِونوفيثؼذ كِبء ّجبة ِٖو ٚؽَجٟ الله ٚٔؼُ اٌٛو١ً ف١ه ٚأٚلاكن ٚاؽفبكن  

 

they both contain the word “ٟٚف”, in which the first tweet “ٟٚف” means “loyal” 

implying positive sentiment; whereas, in the second tweet “ٟٚف” means “and in”. 

Thus, in this case it will be wrongly increasing the positive weight of the tweet. 

Then, after stemming, the word would become “ٟف” a stop word and it will be 

removed. Thus, the sentiment of the tweet will be changed. 
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5.4 Experiment-D: The Impact of Preprocessing on SO Classifier 

 

 Objective: The objective of this experiment is to test the effect of the 

preprocessing on the SO performance. 

 

 Method: 3 experiments were carried out accumulatively one at each stage with 

the preprocessing applied to both the sentiment words and the tweets. Before the 

experiments, we removed stop words since their removal should not have any 

impact on enhancing the results but will accelerate the classification process. In 

the first experiment we normalized both the tweets and the sentiment words, and 

then in the second experiment both were also stemmed. We didn‟t test the effect 

of stop words removal on SO performance as there is no intersection between the 

sentiment words and the stop words. Thus, removing the stop words won‟t affect 

the performance of the SO; it is only the sentiment words which affect it. 

 

 Results: The results are shown in tables 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9: 

 

 Positive Negative Average 

Accuracy 0.728 0.658 0.693 

Precision 0.767 0.711 0.739 

Recall 0.728 0.658 0.693 

F-measure 0.747 0.683 0.715 

Table 5-7: SO results using normalized tweets 
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 Positive Negative Average 

Accuracy 0.760 0.758 0.759 

Precision 0.761 0.770 0.765 

Recall 0.760 0.758 0.759 

F-measure 0.760 0.764 0.762 

Table 5-8: SO results using stemmed tweets (1) 

 Positive Negative Average 

Accuracy 0.753 0.755 0.754 

Precision 0.758 0.763 0.760 

Recall 0.753 0.755 0.754 

F-measure 0.755 0.759 0. 757 

Table 5-9: SO results using stemmed tweets (2) 

Tables 5-7, 5-8, 5-9 calculate the performance results for the classification of the 

binary classifiers at each stage of the preprocessing. Tables 5-8 and 5-9 test the 

result of applying two stemmers: 1) our implemented stemmer, and 2) light 

stemmer. 

 
 

 Discussion: 

Regarding the effect of the preprocessing on the SO performance, we can 

note that there was an improvement of 6.5% in the accuracy and the recall, while 

there was an improvement of 2% in precision and 5% in the F-measure. That is 

because in SO it is only the form of the sentiment words which affect the 

performance. Thus, after preprocessing, the sentiment words in the tweets were 

almost converted to the same form of the sentiment words in the lists and they 
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were easily extracted. However, sentiment words represent a very small 

percentage of the words in the tweet, and also not all tweets contain sentiment 

words. Hence, building more comprehensive lists of sentiment words could be 

considered a possible solution to further enhance the performance. 

Analyzing the results in tables 5-8 and 5-9, it is noticeable that both 

stemmers produce almost the same results with very minor changes. This 

behavior is somehow expected as the stemming of most of the sentiment words 

is expected to be the same because there are less dialect specific sentiment 

words. 

Comparing the results of the positive and the negative binary classifiers, it 

is clear that the performance of the positive classifier is improving over the 

performance of the negative classifier until we applied the stemmer they started 

to become very close. This behavior reflects the fact that the positive tweets are 

less noisy than the negative tweets; therefore, with minimal preprocessing (just 

normalizing) it has almost reached the best result.  

 

5.5 Experiment-E: The Effect of the Corpus Size on the ML Approach 

 

 Objective: The objective of the experiment is to determine the optimum size of 

the training corpus to be used in the ML approach. 

 

 Method: We have tried different corpus sizes in which 600 indicates that 200 

positive tweets, 200 negative tweets and 200 neutral tweets were used, and so on. 

In each step we have added 200 tweets from each class until we have reached a 
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corpus of size 4800 consisting of 1600 positive tweets, 1600 negative tweets and 

1600 neutral tweets. 

 

 Results: The result is shown in figure 5-1: 

 

 

Figure 5-1: The Performance Using Different Corpus Sizes 

 

 Discussion: 

It is generally known that the size of the annotated corpus has a direct 

relation to the accuracy of the model generated; hence, the bigger the size of the 

corpus, the more accurate the model will be.  However, it is rarely described how 

big the size of the corpus needs to be since factors like time, limited resources 

and cost appear to dominate decision-making about corpus size. Since the work 
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done on the Egyptian dialect is very limited, we had to figure out the optimum 

size of the training corpus to be used.  

It is clear from the graph 5-1 that as the size of the corpus increases, the 

better the performance. However at the corpus size 2400, the accuracy remained 

constant, and at the corpus size 4800 the curve started to go downwards. 

Analyzing these 1200 added tweets, we have discovered that they were very 

sparse and short tweets about outdated topics like Gamal Abd el Nasser, Magles 

Askary, with their features rarely used in other tweets. That is why they distorted 

the learning process and caused overfitting problem.  

Comparing the performance of 600 model with the 4800 model, we have 

performed a test of significance. To test if the performance difference is 

statistically significant, we have calculated the true difference ( dt ) between the 

two models, assuming that the accuracy has a normal distribution: 

So: 

 

1) d is calculated as follows: 

d= |0.236 – 0.208 | = 0.028 

2) At 95% confidence level, z 2/ =1.96. 

3) d


 is calculated as follows: 

000335.0
4800

)208.01(208.0

600

)236.01(236.02










d  
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Thus: 

0359.0028.0000335.096.1028.0 dt  

The interval contains 0. Thus, the difference may not be statistically significant, 

which means that we need more tweets to create bigger model that could produce 

more statistically significant results at a 95% confidence level. 

 

5.6 Experiment-F: The Optimum Thresholds for the N-grams Features in ML 

Approach  

 

 Objective: The objective of the experiment is to determine the optimum threshold 

for each N-gram (unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams) feature in the ML approach 

using SVM classifier. 

 

 Method: Using our new big corpus (4800 tweet) after applying the three 

preprocessing stages (normalization, stemming, and stop words removal), we 

have tried different frequency thresholds for each n-gram model separately as 

features.  In which 0 indicates that all the n-grams were used, 1 indicates that n-

grams greater than 1 were used, and so on. Following the observations we got 

from this step, we then went into the process of trying various combinations of the 

different n-gram models to further improve the performance of the classification 

process. 
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 Results: The results are shown in figure 5-2 and 5-3, and table 5-10: 

 

Figure 5-2: Different Frequency Thresholds for Each N-gram Model Separately 

 

 

Figure  5-3: Different Frequency Thresholds for Combined N-gram Model  
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 Positive Negative Neutral Average 

Accuracy 0.819 0.761 0.796 0.792 

Precision 0.819 0.756 0.794 0.790 

Recall 0.819 0.761 0.796 0.792 

F-measure 0.819 0.757 0.795 0.790 

a. Unigrams 

 Positive Negative Neutral Average 

Accuracy 0.839 0.776 0.800 0.805 

Precision 0.838 0.770 0.796 0.801 

Recall 0.839 0.776 0.800 0.805 

F-measure 0.838 0.770 0.797 0.802 

b. Unigrams and Bigrams 

 Positive Negative Neutral Average 

Accuracy 0.840 0.778 0.800 0.806 

Precision 0.839 0.772 0.797 0.803 

Recall 0.840 0.778 0.800 0.806 

F-measure 0.839 0.772 0.798 0.803 

c. Unigrams, Bigrams and Trigrams 

Table 5-10: SVM Results for the Combined Model 

 

Figure 5-2 shows the accuracy of using different thresholds for each N-gram 

model separately. Since unigrams produced best results at threshold 0, we fixed 

this threshold for the unigrams. Figure 5-3 shows the accuracy of various 

thresholds for the combined unigram and the bigram model using the optimum 
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threshold for the unigram model got from graph 5-2. It is observable that bigrams 

produced best results at threshold 0 for the combined model. Then, the accuracy 

of different thresholds for the combined unigram, bigram, and trigram model was 

calculated using the optimum thresholds for the unigram and the bigram model 

previously obtained. Then Table 5-10 shows the performance measure using the 

optimum thresholds obtianed for each N-gram model. 

 

 Discussion: 

It is clear from the graph 5-2 that unigrams outperform bigrams and 

trigrams when determining the sentiment of the tweets. The results we have 

obtained using the SVM classifier is very similar to those obtained by Pang et al. 

(2002) as they have obtained 82.9% accuracy in case of unigrams. This behavior 

is due to the fact that unigrams are able to provide good coverage for the data, 

whereas bigrams and trigrams tend to be very sparse. Therefore, it is better to 

combine unigrams, bigrams and trigrams as features to improve the performance 

of the sentiment classification problem. 

On the other hand, Figure 5-3 shows that adding the bigram model to the 

unigram model greatly improves the performance by 1.3%. However, there were 

not big differences in the performance by adding the trigram model to the 

combined unigram and bigram model. Bigrams and Trigrams are usually added to 

identify any repetitive patterns or expressions which might be associated with 

certain class. It should be noted that we have used only the 4800 annotated tweets 
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to build the unigram, bigram and trigrams models. Maybe using more tweets 

could result in more unigrams, bigrams and trigrams, thus improving the results. 

 

 

5.7 Experiment-G: The Effect of the Sentiment Words Size on the  SO Approach 

 

 Objective: The objective of the experiment is to test the effect of using different 

sentiment words list‟s sizes with regards to the performance of the SO approach. 

 

 Method: Different test corpus sizes were used in which 600 indicates that 200 

positive tweets, 200 negative tweets and 200 neutral tweets were used, and so on. 

All the sentiment words in the 4800 corpus were extracted, and they were 

divided into 5 lists. For each test corpus size, the 5 sentiment words lists were 

used to classify the tweets. The sentiment words in the lists were given weights 

based on their frequencies in the test corpus size used. 

 

 Results: The result is shown in Figure 5-4: 
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Figure 5-4: Using Different Sizes of Sentiment Words List  

 

 Positive Negative Neutral Average 

Accuracy 0.765 0.715 0.676 0.719 

Precision 0.739 0.685 0.622 0.682 

Recall 0.754 0.694 0.603 0.683 

F-measure 0.746 0.689 0.622 0.683 

Table 5-11: SO Results 

 

Figure 5-4 shows the accuracy of using different sizes for the sentiment words list 

for each corpus size, and Table 5-11 shows the performance measure using the 

most comprehensive list built for the corpus of size 4800.  
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 Discussion 

It is clear from figure 5-4 that as the size of the sentiment words list 

increases the better the performance as more sentiment words were recognized, 

thus enhancing the classification process. Yet, it also reflects that we haven‟t 

reached the optimum size for the list as the curve hasn‟t reached saturation 

especially in case of the 4800 corpus, but it is kind of guidance as how large the 

list should be.  It is important to note that, no matter what the size of the list is, it 

is essential to have as much as possible a comprehensive and up-to-date list which 

is evenly balanced including examples of all the sentiment words expected to be 

present in the test environment with their inflected forms if possible. Moreover, 

the figure shows that the smaller the size of the corpus and the bigger the size of 

the list, the better the results as the majority of the sentiment words will be 

identified, thus improving the classification process. That is why the corpus of 

size 600 produced better results than the corpus of size 4800, using the biggest list 

of words. 

On the other hand, comparing the results obtained in the SO experiment 

with the ML experiment related to the accuracy measure, it is clear that the best 

result (0.806) obtained using the SVM learning algorithm in the ML approach 

improves on the average result (0.719) obtained using the SO approach. This 

improvement is almost 8.7% given that only one feature was considered in the 

ML experiment which is the frequency of n-grams in the corpus. Thus for ML, 

adding more features is expected to further improve the performance; however, 
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for the SO it depends only on the reliability of the sentiment words list to improve 

its performance. 

To compare the performance of 4800 test corpus size with the smallest 

sentiment words list and with the largest sentiment words list, we have 

performed a test of significance. To test if the performance difference is 

statistically significant, we have calculated the true difference ( dt ) between the 

two models, assuming that the accuracy has a normal distribution: 

So: 

 

1) d is calculated as follows: 

d= |0.34 – 0.281 | = 0.059 

2) At 95% confidence level, z 2/ =1.96. 

3) d


 is calculated as follows: 

000088841.0
4800

)281.01(281.0

4800

)34.01(34.02










d  

Thus: 

01847.0059.0000088841.096.1059.0 dt  

 

The interval doesn‟t contain 0, so the difference may be statistically significant 

between the two models at a 95% confidence level.  
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5.8 Experiment-H: Sentiment Classification After Combining Both ML and SO 

 

 Objective: The objective is to combine both approaches for the aim of creating a 

hybrid approach.  

 

 Method: The ML and SO approaches are combined in 2 steps: 1) Adding the SO 

score as feature in the feature vector built using the ML approach; 2) each 

sentiment word found is multiplied by the inverse of its SO weight.  

 

 Results: The results are shown in tables 5-12: 

 Positive Negative Neutral Average 

Accuracy 0.844 0.783 0.801 0.809 

Precision 0.842 0.777 0.797 0.805 

Recall 0.844 0.783 0.801 0.809 

F-measure 0.842 0.777 0.798 0.806 

Table 5-12: Combining ML and SO 

 

Table 5-12 shows the effect of adding the SO score as a feature in the feature 

vector and multiplying the sentiment words found by the inverse of their weight. 
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 Discussion 

It is clear from the results in table 5-12 that combining both approaches 

(ML and SO) by multiplying each sentiment word by the inverse of its semantic 

weight and adding the SO score as a new feature has clearly improved the 

classifier‟s performance in terms of the accuracy, recall and F-Measure by almost 

0.3%, while precision by 0.2%. This behavior is similar to the study by 

Kouloumpis et al. (2011) which showed that the best performance is produced 

using the n-grams together with the sentiment features. That is mainly due to the 

benefits taken from each approach: 1) the ML approach associates the 

combination of specific features and sentiment words to specific class; and 2) the 

SO approach gives sentiment words more weight and calculates a score which 

corresponds to the class of the tweet. For example, in the tweet: 

 

خير ِٓ عل٠ل ، كِذ ٌٕب ثأٌف الأمل ف١ٕب تحيى ، ٚكائّب ِب رفزؼ أِبِٕب ٛبلبد ٔٛه نتفاءلػٍّزٕب   

 

The positive sentiment words present in it like “الأًِ“ ,”رؾ١ٝ“ ,”ٔزفبءي” and “ف١و” 

were given higher weight  to boost their presence in the tweet; also the tweet was 

given a positive score. Therefore, the combination of these features and SO score 

will be interpreted by the ML classifier to correspond to positive class. Thus, we 

can say that combining both approaches creating a hybrid approach is beneficial 

to correctly classify the sentiment of the tweets. 
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5.9 Experiment-I: Sentiment Classification After Adding Negation to Hybrid 

Approach and SO approach 

 

 Objective: The objective of this experiment is to measure the effect of adding 

negation to SO approach and hybrid approach. ML approach is not tested because 

the sentiment words are not recognized in the feature vector; whereas in the 

hybrid approach the sentiment features are recognized by the SO approach. 

 

 Method: Every sentiment word found in tweet is tested if it was preceded by a 

negation word. In this case, the weight of the word is multiplied by -1, otherwise 

its weight is not changed.  

 

 Results: The results are shown in tables 5-13 and 5-14: 

 

 Positive Negative Neutral Average 

Accuracy 0.761 0.715 0.676 0.717 

Precision 0.750 0.684 0.622 0.681 

Recall 0.736 0.694 0.602 0.682 

F-measure 0.743 0.689 0.612 0.681 

Table 5-13: SO and Negation 
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 Positive Negative Neutral Average 

Accuracy 0.845 0.782 0.800 0.809 

Precision 0.844 0.776 0.797 0.806 

Recall 0.845 0.782 0.800 0.809 

F-measure 0.844 0.776 0.797 0. 806 

Table 5-14: Hybrid Approach and Negation 

 

Tables 5-13 and 5-14 show the performance measures after adding negation to the 

SO and hybrid approach.  

 

 Discussion: 

It is clear from the results obtained that considering sentiment words 

occurring after negation terms improved the classifier‟s performance in some 

cases, while decreased the performance in other cases, but on average it improved 

the performance of the hybrid approach by 0.1%. This behavior was observed in 

one of the studies which showed that ignoring the sentiment words following 

either contrast or conditional words, or even modal verbs decreased the 

classifier‟s accuracy in all their datasets with an average of 1%; however, there 

was a slight enhancement in the recall and the precision in some of their datasets 

(Morsy, 2011). The number of tweets which changed after considering negation is 

207 tweets, representing only 4.2% from the total number of tweets used. These 

207 tweets consist of 75 positive tweets, 92 negative tweets, and 40 neutral 

tweets. Samples from the tweets belonging to the negative class which were 
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earlier incorrectly classified as positive, but then after considering negation they 

were correctly classified as negative are: 

  ٌُٙشرفاٌٛ٘بث١١ٓ ٚػج١لُ٘ لا ٠ؼوفْٛ اٌىواِخ ٚثوغُ ؽٕبعوُ٘ فُٙ ِقٕض١ٓ لا 

and 

  ثَجت وٍّخ ك٠ّبعٛع١خ كٞ اٌٍّٙب ثٍغذ اٌٍّٙب فْٙلكويسٍٛغ ػب١ٌه ٍّؼخ ِِ 

 

These tweets contain positive sentiment words like “ّوف” and “ٌو٠ٛ” which, 

before considering negation, increased the positive weight of the tweets and the 

tweets were mistakenly classified as positive. But then after considering negation, 

the weights of these words were multiplied by -1, thus increasing the negative 

weights of the tweets and the tweets were correctly classified as negative.  

On the other hand, a closer look at the changed tweets reveals that when 

considering negation by multiplying weight of sentiment words by -1 is not subtle 

enough for natural complex languages like Arabic language. Some tweets can‟t be 

processed by this straightforward negation handling method. For example the 

following tweet 

ِٖو ي ن هثٕب ٠ؾفع.  ِج١ٕخ ػٍٝ فجوح ٠ٍٛٛخفٟٙ ٠ُٙػً ضحكلا ٚ إٌبًةلعب لا ٕؼ  رٗرٛلغاٌجواكػٝ 

اٍ٘ٙب٠ٚؾفع   

was from the positive class, but after considering negation it was wrongly 

classified as negative. That is because it contains the common phrases “ إٌبًٌؼت ة ” 

and “ إٌبً ٙؾه ػٍٝ ”, which usually have negative implications in spite of their 
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positive sentiment carrying word. Therefore, considering negation in this tweet 

would not be beneficial as their semantics are ignored. Thus, we can say that 

semantics consideration is sometimes required to correctly identify the sentiment 

of such tweets.  
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CHAPTER 6 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Sentiment analysis has recently become one of the growing areas of research 

related to text mining and natural language processing. Research in sentiment analysis for 

the Arabic language has been very limited compared to other languages like English 

whether at the sentence-level or document-level. The main objectives of this research 

work were to explore the different approaches used in sentiment analysis, the effect of 

text preprocessing on the classification‟s accuracy, the impact of corpus size and features 

on the ML classification quality, the impact of semantic lexicon size on the SO 

classification quality, and finally the effect of creating hybrid approach combining both 

ML and SO approaches. The approach followed to achieve these objectives was: 1) 

suggesting a mechanism for preprocessing the tweets (normalization, stemming and stop-

words removal) before using them to reduce the noisy and unstructured nature of the text; 

2) proposing a methodology for the ML approach which includes investigating the 

optimum size of the corpus for training, together with the set of features to be used; 3) 

proposing a methodology for the SO approach which includes building a semantic 

lexicon for extracting sentiment words, as well as calculating the semantic orientation; 4) 

comparing the classification results of each methodology; and 5) combining those 

methodologies for the aim of creating a hybrid approach to classify the sentiment of 

tweets written in Egyptian dialect, together with a relatively simple method for handling 

negation. 
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Following our proposed approach, we started by building the feature vectors, 

using only unigrams as features from 1000 Arabic tweets (500 positive and 500 negative) 

written in Egyptian dialect from Twitter as our training data, to the SVM and NB 

classifiers for the aim of choosing the classifier with the higher accuracy. Also, we 

applied these 1000 tweets to the SO classifier and it was clear that ML approach 

outperformed over SO approach by 5% using only one feature (frequency of unigrams). 

Then, we demonstrated the effect of our preprocessing mechanism on the performance of 

the ML and SO approach using the same 1000 tweets. We have used two stemmers; our 

implemented stemmer and light stemmer in both approaches (ML and SO). In the ML 

approach, using our implemented stemmer improved all the performance measures of the 

SVM classifier by almost 3.7% and the NB classifier by almost 4.4%. While in the SO 

approach, using our implemented stemmer caused an improvement between 2-7% for the 

different performance measures. On the other hand, using the light stemmer decreased all 

the performance measures of the SVM classifier by 1.8% and the NB classifier by 3.5% 

in case of the ML approach, while in the SO approach there was an improvement 

between 1.5-6.5% for the different performance measures. This could be explained as a 

result of adding Egyptian dialect prefixes, suffixes and rules for broken plurals. 

Afterwards, we introduced the neutral sense in our training data set and started to 

investigate the effect of the training data size on the accuracy of the ML classifier (SVM) 

and we have reached the highest accuracy of 79.35% at the size of 4200 tweets, but then 

it decreased at size of 4800 to 79.20% because of the overfitting problem. A test of 

significance was carried between the 600 model and the 4800 model, but the resulting 

range showed that the difference between the two models is not statistically significant. 
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For the 4800 training data size, we worked on identifying the best threshold for each N-

gram feature used. We found that the highest results were produced at threshold 0 for 

unigrams, threshold 0 for bigrams, and threshold 3 for trigrams. Similarly, we explored 

the impact of the size of the sentiment words list on the accuracy of the SO classifier, and 

it was clear that the bigger the size of the list the better the result regardless of the corpus 

size. A test of significance was carried between the 2 approaches (ML and SO), and the 

resulting range showed that the difference between the two approaches is statistically 

significant. Subsequently, we combined both approaches (ML and SO) proposing a 

hybrid approach for a sentence-level sentiment classification. This proposed hybrid 

system has used all the identified features from the ML approach, and the sentiment 

lexicon from the SO approach, resulting in an accuracy and recall of 80.9%, while its 

precision and F-measure is 80.6% which is much better compared to other systems. 

Finally, a negation detection method was incorporated with the proposed hybrid system, 

but there wasn‟t much improvement in the performance results as all the measures 

remained constant, except for the accuracy increased by only 0.1%. 

Therefore, the main contribution of this research study is the proposal of a 

sentence-level sentiment classifier for the Egyptian dialect, which classifies a sentence 

whether a blog, review, tweet, etc… as holding an overall positive, negative or neutral 

sentiment with regards to the given target. This classifier uses a new feature set 

combining the ML and the SO features, as well as a simple method for negation 

detection. The results obtained by our proposed system showed better performance than 

other sentence-level sentiment classification systems using either ML or SO approaches. 
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There are different directions for extending this system. One direction could be 

further improving our developed stemmer by closely monitoring the performance of each 

applied rule, thus increasing the probability that more related words will be reduced to 

the same stems. Another direction for future work could be investigating how enlarging 

and improving the training data by incorporating hashtags, as well as positive and 

negative emoticons in our collection method could improve the accuracy. Both collection 

methods have proved to be useful (Kouloumpis et al., 2011), yet we have to determine 

which method results in the collection of better training data , or that the two collection 

methods are complementary to each other since the size and the accuracy of the training 

data has direct effect on the accuracy of the results produced. One more direction for 

future work could be building a more comprehensive list for the positive and negative 

sentiment words to enhance the performance of the SO approach; thus the classification 

quality of the hybrid approach, together with the negation detection method. Finally, 

given that this research work is part of a bigger system which also includes extracting hot 

topics, and identifying influential bloggers, one possible direction could be extracting the 

different topics in the sentence, then classify the sentiment of each topic separately. 
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Appendix A: Samples of the tweets used in classification after removing stop words 

 

I. Samples of positives tweets: 

  ٠بِؼبٌٝ هئ١ٌ اٌٛىهاء وٕب ٔزّٕٝ رٍزمٝ

  ػبُ ّجبة اٌضٛهٖ اٌْغً اٌغبِل ٕفؾٗ اٌّغٌٍ اٌغل٠لٖ وِٕٛزبد ٙل ؽىُ اٌؼَىو 

  أٚافك ا١ٌَل ػّوٚ ٍِٛٝ هؤ٠زٗ ٌٍلاِووي٠خ ٚأػزمل اٌؾً ٌٍىض١و ِْبوٍٕب 

رؾ١خ ٌٍوئ١ٌ اٌواؽً عّبي ػجل إٌبٕو موواٖ او١ل رؾ١ٗ ١ٌٗ ِبٟ٘ ِوارٗ    

  اٚي ِوح اوزٛثو ثلْٚ افزبهٔبح اك٠ٙب وّبْ ؽو٠خ ِٖو رٕزيع ؽو٠زٙب هغُ اٌطغبح 

  ّٙلاء الأٌِ ّٙلاء ِٖو ٠ٚغت رٛكػُٙ ِٖو 

  وٍٕب ١ِٕب كا١ٔبي وٍٕب فبٌل ٍؼ١ل لا الٖل ّؼبه اٌٛؽلح ثً الٖل ٔفٌ اٌْؼبه ١ٍْؼً اٌضٛهح عل٠ل 

  ٍَُِ ١َِؾٟ وٍٕب ِٖو١٠ٓ ٍٚبؽّٟ أفٛرٟ ثلِٟ أ٠ب ك٠ُٕٙ اػزمبكُ٘ ٌٛ ِٛافك 

  ٚفوٚا اٌٛلذ ٚالاِٛاي اػلِٛا ّؼت اٌجؾو٠ٓ ٌزؼ١ْٛا ٚؽلوُ ٠ٖٚفك ٌىُ اٌغوثبء 

 ٗ  ٠بهة اوزت اٌؾو٠ٗ ٌضٛاه اٌّؾبوّبد اٌؼَىو٠

 

II. Samples of negative tweets: 

  ِجمبُ ث١بوً ا٠ٌْٛز١ٓ كٚي فلآ ٚفوُ٘ ٌٕفَه

 ٖ   عّبي ػجلإٌبٕو أؽزواِٝ ٍ٘ٛجت ِبٔؾٓ ِٚ٘ٛٓ هٍـ فىوح اٌمبئلاٌٍُّٙ اٌل٠ىزبرٛهالأٚؽلاٌنٜ ٠َؼٝ اٌىً ٌوٙب

  عّبي ػجلإٌبٕو أْأ اٌلٌٚخ اٌج١َ١ٌٛٗ ِٖو ثم١بكح ٕلاػ ٖٔو ٚاػٛأٗ ٚلٚٝ الاؽياة ٚاٌؾ١بح ا١ٌَب١ٍخ 

  ٠بهة ٠يكُ٘ ّٛٛخ ربفلُ٘ ُ٘ ٚػَٛٞ اٌٍَؼٛح 

 ٗ   وّبْ اٍغً اػزواٙٝ وّبْ ِؾزغ

 ٜ   ١ٌٗ ِٖوٖ أِبٟٔ ٚعٙٗ ٔظون ثٌ ِّىٓ رىْٛ ٕؼ ؽل مارٗ غٍ

  آكٜ اٌزطوف عٙخ أفوٜ اٍزبم وّبي 

   اوزٛثو ثلي لطغ الارٖبلاد ٔجٙلي اٌل١ٔب ا٠خ هئ١ه اٌزؾ١ًٍ اٌّغو6ٗث١ز١ٙئٍٝ اٍزؼلاك ١ٌَٛ  

 ً   عضزٟ رٕغؼ أزقبثبد اٌوئبٍخ ٠جأح أزىبٍخ ٌٍضٛهح ٌٛ ؽًٖ ٚٔغؾذ ٠مٛك ؽٍّخ ٙلن ٚعلد ف

لا ٌٛ ٌٛ ٠ٛفمٛا ٌلافز١به ٠مَٛ اٌّغٌٍ ِقزبه٘ب اىاااٞ ١ٛت ثضك اٌؼٛا ِِٚ فبّ٘ٗ ١ٌٗ ِٛافك    
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 ِٓ4793  

4379فٟ   

2882ػٍٝ   

 ٚ2821  

1934فٝ   

٠1560ب   

1228ػٓ   

949ِغ   

877اْ   

 ٛ٘852  

849ػٍٟ   

796ِب   

723اٌٍٟ   

723وً   

692ثؼل   

645كٖ   

582ا١ٌَٛ   

569أْ   

 َٛ٠568  

560أب   

via 544 

494إٌٝ   

461وبْ   

422ا٠ٗ   

418اٌٍٝ   

343اٌٝ   

338كٞ   

335ث١ٓ   

333أذ   

304أٔب   

249ؽزٝ   

236ٌّب   

234ف١ٗ   

231٘نا   

225ٚاؽل   

209اؽٕب   

205اٞ   

197ولٖ   

196إْ   

192اٚ   

191أٚ   

191ػ١ٍٗ   

189ف   

185كٜ   

 ٓ١ِ171  

167اٌٟ   

164وبٔذ   

162أِبَ   

160ىٞ   

٠159ىْٛ   

155فلاي   

154ع   

154وٕذ   

 ٟ٘154  

152ف١ٙب   

151ػٕل   

149اٌزٟ   

146اٌنٞ   

145لبي   

145٘نٖ   

139لل   

138أٗ   

138ه٠ز٠ٛذ   

133ثؼ٘   

132أٚي   

125إ٠ٗ   

124ا٢ْ   

124الاْ   

121أٞ   

121ِٕن   

120؟؟   

120ػ١ٍٙب   

 ٌٗ118  

115اي   

108رُ   

106ة   

106كح   

105ػ١ٍه   

100اٜ   

95وٍٙب   

92اٌزٝ   

 ٝ٘92  

91كا   

86أه   

 ٛ٘ٚ76  

 ِٓٚ70  

69ِٕه   

68ٔؾٓ   

66ىٜ   

64أٔذ   

63أُٙ   

62ِؼبٔب   

60ؽزٟ   

56ٚأب   

56ػٕٗ   

 ِٕٗ53  

49إٌٟ   

44ٚٔؾٓ   

44ٚأذ   

43ِٕىُ   

42ٚاْ   

40ِؼبُ٘   

39ِؼب٠ب   

38ٚأٔب   

34ػٕٙب   

32إٔٗ   

32أٟ   

31ِؼه   

30إٔب   

29ف١ُٙ   

26ك   

16أزب   

15ػٕه   

 ٝ٘ٚ15  

14ِؼب   

9آْ   

8أزٟ   

7ٚأٔذ   

6ٚإْ   

5ِٚغ   

4ٚػٓ   

4ِؼبوُ   

4ِؼبوٛ   

4ِؼب٘ب   

4ٚػ١ٍٗ    

4ٚأزُ    

 4ٚأزٟ 

Appendix B: The List of Stop Words with Their Corresponding Frequency  
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Appendix C: Samples from the Lists of Sentiment Words 

 

Positive Sentiment Words 

 

  اؽزواَ

  اّىو

  رؾٟ

  ؽم١ك

  ؽوٞ

  ؽّٟ

  ف١و

  هؽُ

  َء٠ل

  ثبهن

  ثؾت

  ؽٍٛ

  ٍلاَ

  ٙؾه

  ٛب٘و

  غبٌٟ

  لٛٞ

  ِغٙٛك

  ِقٍٔ

  ٍِٖؼ

  ِٕبٍت

  ٚفك

  اء٠ل

  اؽت

  اؽزوَ

  اٍؼل

  اػزناه

  اػٕه

  الله

  اًِ

  أغبى

  أٖو

  رؾبٌف

  رؾ١برٟ

  روؽ١ت

  رمجً

  عبِل

  عل٠و

  ؽنٚ

  ؽو

  ؽفع

  ؽك

  ؽٍُ

  ىغوٛ

ٍٍُ  

  ّغ١غ

  ّوف

  ّو٠ف

  ّىو

  ٕؼ

  ١ٛت

  ػ١ٓ

  فقو

  فقٛه

  فوػ

  فًٚ

  لل٠و

  وو٠ُ

  وَت

  َءِٓ

  ِؾزوَ

  ِؼغت

ُِٕٚ  

  ٔزٖو

  ٚاٙؼ

  ٚافك

  ٚفو

  اصك

  اؽَٓ

  اؽفع

  اؽٍٟ

  افف

  اف١و

  اكة

  امً٘

  اهؽت

  اهؽُ

  اهع

  اٍزمجبي

  اٍف

  اّغغ

  اّوف

  إٍؼ

  إٍٟ

  ا١ًٕ

  اُٛءْ

  اػبٔىُ

  اػزلي

  اػغبة

  اػي

  اػظُ

  اػٓ

  افل

  افٓ

  اٌمبء

  اٌٍخ

  الله

  اِبْ

  آِ

  أجَٜ

  أزٖو

  أغؼ

  أْبء

  ثغل

  ثواء

  ثوافٛ

  ثؤٌ

  ثطً

  رؾو٠و

  ريَ

  رٚبِٓ

  رغٓ

  رفك

  رمل

  رمل٠و

  رّجغ

  رّٕٟ

  رٙٓء

  رٛف١ك

  صجزىُ

  صمذ

  صمٗ

  عل

  علع

  عي٠ً

  عّغ

  عٕخ

  عٕذ

  عٕزٗ

  ؽبٍُ

  ؽت

  ؽجٗ

  ؽجٟ

  ؽزوَ

  ؽزفً

  ؽوٖ

  ؽَُ

  ؽَٓ

  ؽفظىُ

  ؽً

  ؽلاي

  ؽٍٛح

  ؽّل

  ؽ١ّخ

  ؽ١ّل

  فلآ

  فٍك

  فٍٟ

  ك١ًٌ

  كِذ

  ك٠ه

  ك٠ّمواٟٛ

  هاءع

  هاعً

  هة

  هثٕب
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  هؽّذ

  هىق

  هٙب

  ىاك

  ىػ١ُ

  ٍبٌُ

  ٍبِؼ

  ٍو٠غ

  ٍؼبك

  ٍؼلح

  ٍؼ١ل

  ٍٕٕززٖو

  ّبًِ

  ّغغ

  ّم١ك

  ١ّٙل

  ٕبؽت

  ٕلق

  ٕواػ

  ٕو٠ؼ

  ٕفء

  ٕفك

  ١ّٙو

  ػبُ

  ػجموٞ

  ػزنه

  ػغت

  ػلي

  ػلٌخ

  ػئب

  ػًَ

  ػظ١ُ

  ػمجبي

  ػمً

  غٓء

  ف١َؼ

  فً

  فٛى

  لبءك

  لّو

  ل١ّخ

  ووَ

  وفب

  وٕبْ

  و٠ٌٛ

  لاءق

  لالٟ

  ٌزمٟ

  ٌغٕخ

  لله

  ٌٛػ

  َء٠لٞ

  ِجوٚن

  ِجٕٟ

  ِضجو

  ِضٍٟ

  ِغل

  ِغ١ل

  ِؾوة

  ِؾوًٚ

  َِبِؾ١ٓ

  َِز١ٕٓ

  ِٖبهػ

  ِٖلالٟ

  ِؼبٌٟ

  ِىبفب

  ِىٓ

  ِّزبى

  ِٕمن

  ِٛافك

  ِٛ٘ٛة

  ٔجٟ

  ٔزفبءي

  ٔغؼ

  ٔؾت

  ٔؾزوَ

  ٔي٠ٗ

ُ١َٔ  

  ْٔغغ

  ٖٔووُ

  ١ٚٔف

  ٔؼُ

  ٔفغ

  ٔمله

  ٔىو

٘ٙٔ  

  ٔٛه

  ٘ب٠ً

  ٘لْ

  ٘لٞ

  ٘ٓء

ٟٕ٘  

  ١ٕ٘ه

  ٚاػل

  ٚاػٟ

  ٚؽْذ

  ٚها

  ٚهك

ٓٛٚ  

  ٚػٟ

  ٠بهة

  ٠غب

  ٠وٗ

  ٠َو

  ٠َّؼ

  ٠ٕو
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Negative Sentiment Words 

 

  لوف

  ؽوق

  فوة

  كٌ٘

  اٙواة

  هف٘

  ٍغٓ

  ١ٙغ

  ٛوك

  ٌؼت

  ٌؼٓ

  ِؼوٓ

  ٔبلٔ

  ٘يَ

  ٌٚغ

  ارفٛ

  اػزٖبَ

  ثٍطغٟ

  ؽيْ

  ؽَت

  ف١ت

  مثؼ

  ىػً

  ٍمٜ

  ٍىذ

  ٙوة

  فزٓ

  فْـ

  لج٘

  لطغ

  ِؾزبط

  ِْىً

  ِفزوٞ

  ٔمل

  اثؾٟ

  ارؼنة

  افزلاف

  اٍزمبي

  اٍف

  اٍٛا

  اٍٛك

  اػزواٗ

   أَؾبة

  روثٟ

  رُٙ

  عؾُ

  عٛع

  ؽبوُ

  ؽواِٟ

  ؽَل

  ؽ١ِْ

  ؽم١و

  فب٠ف

  فوف

  فطب

  فٛف

  ف١بٔخ

  ىٔلق

  ٍقوٞ

  ٍوق

  ّؾذ

  ّنم

  ّوِٛٛ

  ١ّطبْ

  ٙؼف

  ٛٛهء

  ظٍُ

  ػبه

  ػتء

  ػ١بْ

  ػ١ت

  غجبء

  غجٟ

  غٍجخ

  غٍٜ

  فبٍل

  فَل

  فًْ

  ف٘

  فًٍ

  لزً

  لٛاك

  وفبٞ

  وٍت

  َءاِو

  ِبد

  ِغيه

  ِقٍٛع

  َِزىزو

  ِٚوة

  ٔفـ

ً١ٔ  

  ٍٚـ

  ٙل 

  اثؾخ

  اثطبء

  اثىٟ

  ارؾوق

  ارقلع

  ارؼلَ

  ارٍٟٙ

  ارٙل

  اعوَ

  اعٙبٗ

  اؽب

  افجٜ

  افزً

  افزٍف

  افوً

  افٔ

  اكع

  اهؽُ

  اهػجٛ

  اٍزم١ً

  اٍو

  اٍوا

  اٍفٛفٔ

  اٍمٜ

  اٍلاَ

  ا١ٍو

  اّىٟ

  إلَ

  إؼت

  اٙوة

  اٙوثٛ

  اػلَ

  اغت

  اغج١ب

  اغج١بء

  اِٛ

  أزؾو

  أزىبً

  أيف

  أَؾت

  أمنٚ

  أم٘

  ا٘بٔخ

  اّ٘ل

  إ٘ٗ

  ثب٠غ

  ثغبؽخ

  ثْٛ

  ثؼذ

  ثمِ

  ثًء

  ثلاُ

  ثلاؽ

  ثٍٛن

  ث١ُٙ

  ربفو

  رجبٛ

  رؾوُ

  رؾوق

  رؾًّ

  رقف

  رق٠ٛٓ

  روعٟ

  روكك

  رو٠ٚغ

  رَت

  رٍَٜ

  رْغو

  رٖؼ١ل

  رٚو

  ر١ٚك

  رظب٘و

  رؼت

  رؼل٠ً

  رؼن٠ت

  رٙل

  صبءه

  صم١ً

  عجو

  عش

  عوؽٟ

  عوٞ

  عو٠ّخ

  عيَ

  عؼٕخ

  علاك

  عًٙ

  ؽضٍخ

  ؽنهٞ

  ؽواه

  ؽوة

  ؽوُ

  ؽوٗ

  ؽولٛ

  ؽَزٟ

  ؽَُ

  ؽًّ

  ؽ١ّو

  فبىٚق

  فب٠ٓ

  فجٜ

  فجطٛ
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  فوا

  فوٚف

  فيٞ

  فَبهح

  فَذ

  فَو

  فَواْ

  ف١َو

  فطخ

  ففٟ

  فلاف

  فٍغ

  فّٛهط

  فٛي

  فْٛ

  كاٟ٘

  كثبثب

  ك٠ه

  ك٠ىزبرٛهٞ

  ك٠ٕبٕٛه

  مءة

  مي

  هف١ٔ

  هػغ

  ه١ِذ

  ه٘ك

  ه١٘ت

  ىؽُ

  ىػلاْ

  ىفذ

  ىٕٔٗ

  ى٘ك

  ٍبفً

  ٍبِؼ

  ٍجٙب

  ٍزو

  ٍؾً

  ٍقٓ

  ٍطؾٟ

  ٍفٍذ

  ٍف١ٗ

  ٍٍجٟ

ٍٍٜ  

  ٍٍؼٛ

ٍُ  

ٌ١ٍ  

  ّبم

  ّز١ُ

  ّؼً

  ّغت

ًّ  

ّٛٛ  

ّٞٛ  

  ٕبهَ

  ٕؾٟ

  ٕواع

  ٕوؿ

  ٕؼت

  ّٕذ

ُٕٕ  

ْٛ١ٕٙ  

  ١ٕبْ

  ٙب٠غ

  ٙؾٟ

  ٙلن

  ٙو٠ت

  ٙلاٌٟ

  ٛبغٟ

  ٛوا١ٛو

  ٛي

  ٛؼُ

  ٛغب

  ٛغ١بْ

ٜ١ٛ  

  ػبرم١ٓ

  ػبِٟ

  ػجٜ

  ػج١ٜ

  ػزنه

  ػلٚ

  ػوٓ

  ػْٛاءٞ

  ػفٕخ

  ػه

  ػٍٛلٟ

  ػٕٖو

  ػٕف

  ػ١ٕفب

  ػٛاع١ي

  ػٛٗ

  غو٠ت

  غٖت

  غٍطبْ

  غ١ُٕ

  غٛه

  غٛغبءٞ

  غ١ت

  فبد

  فبُ

  فبًّ

  فبٗ

  فوق

  فوَ

  فًٖ

  فٚؼ

  فمو

  فم١و

  فً

  فٍٜ

  فٍك

  فٕٟ

  فُٙ

  فٟٛٙ

  ف١زٛ

  لجو

  لزؾُ

  لؾت

  لل٠ُ

  لّبَ

  لّغ

  لٕجً

  وبهرْٛ

  وبهس

  ونة

  وٌ

  وَؼ

  و١ُّ

  و١ّٓ

  لامع

  ٌلاٍف

  ِبٍبٚ

  ِزؼَو

  ِؾزً

  ِؾ١و

  ِقزٍف

  ِقله

  ِقٍف

  ِلثو

  ِلهع

  ِواؽ١٘

  ِوريق

  ِيثً

  ِيٚه

  َِزفي

  َِوٚق

  ِْفك

  ِٚلٖ

  ِظب٘و

  ِؼىٌ

  ِفمٛك

  ِم١ل

  ِىوٚ

  ِىَٛه

  ٍِخ

  ٍِذ

  ٍِؼْٛ

  ِٕبفك

  ِٕفطٌ

  ِٕىو

  ِٛد

  ِٛلٛد

  ١ِذ

  ١َِو

  ٔزيع

  ٔزمُ

  ٔلاٌخ

  ٔيف

  َٔؾت

ً١ْٔ  

  ٔفبق

  ٔفغو

  ٔف٘

  ٔمٔ

ّٛٔ  

َٛٔ  

  ٘بوو

  ٘بووى

  ٘جٜ

  ٘غٔ

  ٘غَٛ

  ٘لي

  ٘وة

  ٘وٚة

  ّ٘بعٟ

  ١٘ظ

  ٚؽِ

  ٍٚبؿ

  ١ٙٚغ

  ٚػل

  ٚغل

  ٠قف

  ٠لً

  ٠َّؼ

٠طك
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Appendix D: The Lists of Negation Words 

 

 دون

ير غ  ب

دون  ب

 لا

 ما

ه  ل

 مش

ير  غ

 عدم

م  عدي

يس  ل

م  ل

سث  ل

سث ي  ل

ىا س  ل
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